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AJ3STRACT

To  date  there  has been  no  full-length  study  of  Thoreau's
I

The  Maine

Woods.    Most  critics  set  aside  the work  as  tra,vel  and nature writing,
`'

primarily because  of  its  outward structure.    Seemingly,  the book  is

simply  three travel  essays  united by  little more  than  a similarity  ofI
subject matter  and genre.    Added to  this problem is  the  fact  that  the

I irst  two  sections  of The Maine  Woods were  originally published  in

magazines  as  essays  corrplete  in  thenrselves;  yet  when  they were  published

posthurrously as  The  Maine  Woods they  remained  essentially  the  same.

These  factors  suggest  that  Thoreau did not  or  had not  been  able  to  revise

the essays,  or to  condense or unify the  events  into the  topical or

thenatic  approach  he  had given  to his Walden and Cape  Cod  experiences.

In the  I irst  two  cinapters of  this  study  I  review the  critical work

that  has  been wr.itten  on  'Ihe  Mhine  woods and  I  investigate  the  textual

questions  sumounding.  the work--particularly  those  concerning Thoreau' s

intentions  for his Maine material  and critics'  charges  tha,t  'Ihoreau
1

did not  revise  the original  essays.    1thile mc)st  literary  scholars  offer

qualified praise  for  Thoreau's Maine book,  they  a.ssune  tha,t  it  is  lacking

in  alitistic structure  and unity,  and thus` `fails  as  a  literary  vrork.
)

Nevertheless,  both  the  external  and  internal  evidence  suggest  that  The

Ma,ine  Woods went  through  a  nulhoer  of  revisions  much  as Walden  did.

Furfhelmore,  'Thoreau did not  conceive  of  the  essa,ys  as  individual  pieces.

He worked  on  his  Maine material  as  a whole  on  and  off  for  five  years,

and was  actively working on  it  at  the  time of  his  death.



I  suggest  that Thorean did not  combine  the  three Maine  trips  into

a single narrative because he wanted to maintain  the  integrity  of  each

experience  for philosophical  and thematic purposes.    If  'Ihoreau's  concept

of travel, discussed  in  Shennan Paul's  'Ihe  Shores  of  America,  is  extended

to  The  MaLine  Woods,   it  can  be  assun]ed that  'Ihoreau's  travels  to Maine

represent  a quest,  and that  each trip  represents  a unique  aspect  of  tha,t

quest.    To maintain  the separateness of these  trips  is  to punctuate  their
significance.    My thesis  is  that  in 'Ihe Maine Woods  the  narrator

learns  three t,hings  in three ways,  and that  each journey represents one

of  those  lessons.    Ithat  he  learns  and how he  learns  is more  ixportant

than  the  sights  or  adventures  along the way.

Because  I  believe  that  a design  in three parts. is  a clue  to the

meaning  of  the work, I  examine  rThe Ma,ine  \\foods  as  it  is written,  section

by  section.    'Thoreau  comes  to  the  Maine woods each  time  to  learn  about

man's  relation  to the wilderness.    In  "Ktaadn"  the narrator  confronts

nature that  is greater than  and indifferent  to man.    Iie  is  shocked and

alienated by his  experience.    In  "Chesuncook"  Thoreau reveals  the  other

side  of man's  relation  to  irature  and  demonstrates  haw man,  who  is

indifferent  to nature,  is  a threat  to the wildemess.    Here the .narrator

is  alienated  from civilized man.    "The  Allegash  and East  Etr.anch,"  the

final  section  of The Ma,ine  Woods,  provides  a  resolution  to  "Ktaadn"  and
"Chesuncook."   Cia  the  third trip  the  narrator  oonEs  to understand the

benefits  of  both wilderness  and society  for  civilized rna.n.

In  `Ihe  Maine  Woods  Thoreau  il.i.ustrates  that  e2q:]loration  and  experience,

syrholized by  travel,  are  the  first  steps  to  lmcwledge.    Yet  understanding

of  nature  and perception  of  truth  require more  than worldly  experience.

In  each  Section  Thoreau  describes  a unique  experience,  which  eiiables  the

narrator  to apprehend truth  and results  in a particular kind of poetic

ii



insight.    Ultimately 'Ihoreau shows  that  such  experiences  result  in  an

intuitive knowledge  that  is nDre meaningful  than scientific  fact.
'Ihroughout  The Maine  Woods  the  two  themes--What  is  the  meaning  of wilder-

ness  for  civilized man  and how  does man  understand nature  and  apprehend

truth-are interrelated.
In this  study  I  illustrate that  there are recurrent  thanes,  synhols

and mc)ti fs  in  The  Maine  Woods, and that  there  is  a development  of  those

themes  from the  beginning  to  the  end.     I  conclude  that  if  'Ihe  hfaine  Woods

is not  as satisfactory  as Thoreau's other work,  it  is  for  reasons  other

than  structure or unity.
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Chapter  I

'Ihe Maine  Woods:    The  Critical  Consensus

Today Thoreau  is  acclaimed as  one of  our  greatest  American writers;

yet  his  fame rests  almost  totally with a single work,

generally believed that

deapite  f ive  volumes

1864;

Walden.     It  is

after  Walden. 'Thoreau' s  creative powers  declined--

ions,   1863;  'The  Maine  woods, 1864;   Cape  Cod,

I.etters  to Various Persons,   1865; and  A  Yankee  in  Canada,   1866)

and a fourteen volune  Journal  all published posthumously.    With  the

possible exception of the Journal  the posthumous volumes  are  considered

minor works.    Most  critics  feel  that  after Walden  'Thoreau was  no  longer

inapired,  and that  the vitality of his writing waned. In  the Journal

Thoreau often  expressed his ouri  concern:    "I  fear  that  the  character

of ny  knowledge  is  from year  to  year becoming more  distinct  and scientific;

that  in  exchange  for  views  as wide  as  heaven's  cope,   I  am being narrowed

down  to the  field of  the microscope.    I  see  details,  not wholes  nor

the shadow of  the whole."1   Cirities  cite  such passages,  frequent  fran

1851  on,  as  evidence  of  the  change  in 'Thoreau's methodof observation

after  Walden.    Joseph  Wood  Kfutch  explains:

As  time went  on,  certain  changes  took place  in what  may be
called the technique of  his  intercourse with  the visible
and  in-v-isible world.    Inevitably,  of  course,  he rroved  farther
and  farther  away  from  the  unthinking,  a.]most  unconscious
activity which  .   .   `.  was  the  source of  his  earliest  ecstaT
sies.    But  that  is  not  all.    As  the mature man  grew  older,
the mystic  communion which  replaced  thoughtless  activity
itself  gave way more  and more  to  deliberate  observation,

Frg]::::3::::€±=±±n¥oss=t::::f:Fq:g±:g::€:±¥cf:3ge:ver.2



Critics  see  The  Maine  Woods  as  one exaple of the increasingly

Inethodical  approach to nature  that Thoreau exhibited in  the  latter

part of his  life.    Sons speculate that had inoreau lived longer his
work would have been  mDme  scientific,  on  the  order  of  his  ''Succession

of Forest  'Itrees."    In  a  review of 'Ihe Maine  Woods  in 1864,  F.  8.  Sanbom

suggests  that  a  factual bock  about  Indians would have been  Thoreau's

other great work:

This  constant  celebration of  the  Indian  and his native
characteristics should be carefully  attended by all readers
of  [The  Maine  Woods] for it  is  the only  result we  are  likely
to see of 'Thoreau's  researches  into the history  and qualities
of  the North American  Indian.    It was his  purpose  to write

%eE:¥;±n:nt:th±:.8°Picj  and he  Collected great  heaps  of matter

In  a review of Cape  Cbd in  the  following year Sanbom  adds  that  the

Indian book  'lrould have been  so priceless  had Thoreau lived to  ccxplete

it."4   Futhermorie,  Sanbom  reiterates  his  point  about.an  Indian bock

in his biography 6f Thorean.    Later Albert  Keiser,  in  "Thorean's

manuscripts  on  the  Indians,"  restates Sanbom's  theory.    In  this

article Keiser  announces  the  rediscovery of eleven manuscript  volumes

of Thor`eau's  "Indian Nbtebods"  in  the  I>ierpont  Morgan  Library.5    Ifeiser

assLrmes,  as  does  Sanbom,  that  this  tremendous  accurmilation  of  facts

about  Indians was  to be the basis of  an  authoritative,  c}bjective,  and

definitive  Indian bock.    Speoulation  about  the  "Indian Notebocks"

continues  to prondgate the  idea that  TheMaine Woods,  a bock  about

Thoreau's personal experiences with  Indians,  is  a  lesser work that

Thoreau wrote because his  illness  prevented him  from writing a rrore

inporiant  and different kind of  Indian book.

Thoreau rna,de  three  trips  into  the Maine wildemess,  first  in  1846,

again  in  1853,  and  lastly  in  1857.    On  each  trip Thoreau  and  a  coxpanion



initially  engage  Indian  guides,  who become  a  focus  o±.  interest  in
'Ihe  Maine  Woods. The hfaine Woods  consists  of  three  long essays,  each

recounting one of these trips,  and a  factual  appendix  listing plants,

aninrals,  and  Indian  terms.    The  te2it  is  also  filled with  details  of  the

journeys,  observations  on  flora. and  fauna,  and infonmtion  about

Indians.    Today The  Maine  Woods  is most  often  criticized asbeing too

factual,  unpoetic,  and unintegrated,  merely  describing the events of

three trips.    But  to his  contemporaries Thoreau the nature writer,

not .Thoreau the` philosopher,  had the  greatest  appeal.    A  reviewer  in

the  Tines  reconrmends  'Ihe  Maine  Woods  to anyone  ''who  desires  to become

acquainted with  the author  in his best  mood--an earnest  lover and

student  of nature  in all her phases  and seasons,"  and notes  that
"there  is  nothing about  'Boodh'  in  it.     'Brana'  and  'Vishnu'  are  alike

unnoticed.    In  short,  it  is  clear of Thoreau's most  objectionable

peculiarities."6   |n a review of The Maine woods  in  the Continental,

the  reviewer,  wlro  corrmends  the  bcok,  says  that  "the woods  have  never

before  had such an  accurate biographer,  such  a painter.    Ize  saiv them

with  the eyes of  the poet  as well  as that  of the naturalist."7   John

Broderick,  in  an  analysis of the  contexpora]ry reviews,  stays  that  of  the

prrsthunus boc}ks  The  Maine  Woods and Cape  Cod  received  the  mc>st

syxpathetic  reviews because  they  came  closest  to being the nature

writing that  appealed to the public.8   Today,  on  the other hand,  ±e

Maine \foods  is  dismissed for this  very  reason--because  it blends travel

with ngitural history.

The major Thoreau critics of the  tventieth  century  find little

molie  in  The Maine  Woods  than  its  contexporary  reviewers,  who  praised

it  for its depiction of the wildemess. F.  0.  Matthiessen's  Anal-.ican



Renaissance published in  1941,  is  a tuning point  in  'Ihoreau criticism.

Matthiessen  speaks  of  coxplexities  in Thoreau's writing,  which  involve
"organic"  unity  and stotle  symbolism founde.d on  an  integrated theory of

art.    Matthiessen  argues  that Thoreau "could fuse his  thought  and his

chservation by means  of  a syrhol,  which was not  just  suggested but

designed in  sharp  detail,"  and that  "he was  able  in Coleridge's  phrase,

to  'elicit  tmth as at  a flash. "9   Yet  in  approxinELtely  fifty-five

pages that  Matthiessen  devotes  to 'Thoreau,

just  one  time.    If he  thought

he  mentions  'Ihe  Maine  woods

that  The  Maine  Woods  had  such patterns of

of nearing he  did not  say  it.    Seven  years  later Joseph wood Kfutch,

in  his  book  entitled Henry David 'Thorea,u,

Bc)th  'Ihe  Maine  woods  and

Saying,

sets  aside  The  Maine  Woods

C_ape_ _q>d  belong, as  neither Walden
nor  A Week  on  the Concord  and Merrimack  River  does,  to  a
familiar genre;  they  are,  that  is to  say,   'travel bocks. '
Moreover,  thouch both  contain  some  fine passages  and  a
scattering of ]motty sayings,  much of both  is  relatively
relaxed,  even relatively superficial.    'I'horeau  seers  to be
sitoduing his  personality  to  a point where he  can  seem merely

n=s:n::rtdi?;:i:En3rig:a:::hraanve::=pwhewhr:::n3cg=::::Ie::#gilo

Waiter Hal.ding,  who  sunr5  1p  the rna,jor Thoreau  criticism to  this  time,

gives Fannie Eckstorm as  the  authority

illustrates the low position appointed

on  The  Ma.ine  Woods.LL    This  alone

to  The  Maine  Woods,   for Eckstolm

hardly  locks  at  it  as  a  literary work.    IThile  she  does  praise Thoreau's

ability  to capture  the essence  of the  coniferous  forest,  her main  point

is  that  "I'holieau was  not  a wooc]sman;  he wa.s  not  infallible;  he was  not

a scientific observer;  he was not  a scientist  at  all."L2   Eckstorm

then  proceeds to  illustrate that Thoreau made elTors  in  "estimates of

distance,  area,   [and]  speed,"  that he was not  an omithologist,  nor  a



geologist,  and that  he knew nothing of woodcraft.    Thile Harding  cites

Eckstorm as  the  authority

of  the  bock when  he  says,

on  'Ihe  Maine  woods

That  'Ihe  Maine  Woods  is

13

he  is  even more  deprecating

not  a well-integrated book but  a
collection  of  -three  separate  essays  is  cfovious.    The  essays
are  frequently  repetitive ,  and Thoreau makes  explanations
in the  latter two which  are not  necessary after reading the
first  ....    But  it  should be  remerrbered that  'Ihoreau
died before he  completed the  task of  editing the Maine
Papers

A lack of  integration has been  and still  is the primary criticism of

The Nine Wds.

Because The Maine Woods was written  at  a  time  that  is  considered

Thoreau's period of literary decline,  beca,use  it  is  considered the  lesser

work wr.i.tten  instead of  a rrore  ixportant  Indian book,  and because

it  is described as "obviously not unified,"  it  is not  surprising that

criticism dealing with The Maine Woods  does  not  examine  its  literary

or artistic merits.    Almost  invariably  criticism of The Maine Woods

is  concerned with how  the book  reveals  the  development  of Thoreau's

ideas.    Sherman Paul's  evaluation  of  and  approach  to

is  representa.tive :

'Ihe  Maine  Woods

Of  all  'Ihoreau's  travel books,  'The Maine Woods best  reveals
his  development,  silxply because  each  excursion was  ccxplete
in  itself .    Like Cape  Cbd,  it  covered three  trips  extending
over  a period of years.    Though the  development  is  also
apparent  in _gape=__gp=¢  .   .   .  the  later  exoursions were  worked

in£3=h::#eradt;I;Verk?f4the  first.  and Cape Cod,  therefore ,  was

In  particular,  two  aspects of  'Ihe  hhaine  Woods  that  reveal  'Ihoreau's

developing  ideas  are  of  interest  to Thoreaii  critics.    Many  are puzzled

by  the  darker vision  of naLtune  that  is  expressed  in  "Ktaadn,"  the  first

Section  of the bock.    The purpose  of Thoreau's  first  trip  into  the



Maine wilderness was  to  cliho  Mt.  Katahdin.    The  account  of  his  ascent

and the effect  of  this  experience onThoreau is  difficult  to reconcile

with 'Thoreau's  transcendental  and pantheistic vision  in A Week  and

since  "Ktaadn"  was written while  Thoreau was  at

Wa,Idem  Pond.    On  Mt.  Katahdin  he was  overcome  by  the  "presentiment  of

the alien,  cold,  indifferent  nature of naturalism"  that  he  found.
''Unmoored by  this  experience, "  says  Paul,  "he wrote  the most  frenzied

passage  he was  ever  to write  .... L5--"That  is  this Titan  that  has

possession of nie?   Talk of nysteiies!    Think of our  life  in nature,--

daily  to be  shown matter,  to  come  in  conta,ct  with  it,--rocks,  trees

wind on our  cheeks!    the  solid earth!    the  actual world!    the  conrmon

sense!  Cbntact!  Contact!  -Tho  are we?   ',there  are we?16-John  Blair  and

Augustus  'ITcwbridge  suggest  that  while `Thoreau' s  "feelings  on  the

sirmit  stand out  in  surprising  contra,st  to  almost  everything he ever

iRTote, "  his  experience  on Mt.  Katahdin  "merits  study  as  the  source  of

important  qualifications  to his  transcendentalism ....    'The  stark,

inhuman  nature  Thoreau experienced  at  Katahdin  .   .   .  threatened his

most  basic prenise."17   James Mclntosh  says  that  though  neither
''Ktaadn"  nor  "Shipwreck,"  the  first  chapter  in  Cape  Cod,  is  typic,al

of Thoreau,  both  are  ixportant,  "first because  they  contain  some  of  his

most  highly  charged  and daring writing,  and  second because  they  show

in what way he  is willing under  stress  to  depart  from his  usual per-

spective."18   The thesis  of his book,

His  Shifti

'Ihoreau as  Romantic Naturalist ,

Stance  Towards  Nat-are,  of  which  "Ktaadn"  serves  as  one

exarrple,  is  that `Thoreau's vision of nature  is  not  static but  actually

I luctuates between poles--although  it  always  returns  to his  transcen-

dental  one.    The  analysis  of  "Ktaadn"  in Mclntosh's  book  is most



perceptive.    Nonetheless,  Mclntosh  explains  "Ktaadn"  in  terms  of

Thoreau' s other writings , not  in  terlms  of  the  rest  of  'Ihe Maine Wcods.

Althouch  a nurfoer of  studies  of  "Ktaadn"  are published,  it  is

interesting that  not  one  article  focuses on either  "Chesuncock"  or
''The Allegash  and East  Branch,"  the  t`ro other  sections of

Woods.    The only studies  that  do  lock  at  the  rest

The  Maine

of .'Ihe  Maine  Woods

are  those  conoelned with 'Ihorea.u's  interest  in  Indians.    For these

critics The Maine  Woods  is  the nDst important  bock.    VAile  the  Indian

is  discussed to some extent  in rrost  of Thoreau's writing--A

Walden ,

Week'

and the  Joumal  all  discuss  "the  Indian"-the  Indian  dominates
'Ihe  Maine  Woods.

Throughout The Maine Woods  'Ihoreau. observes  his  Indian  guides  as

carefully  as he does the  flora and fauna of the wildemess.    On the

first  trip,  because the  Indian  guides  fail to show,  Thoreau must  view

Indians  frcm a distance.    His  portrayal  of  "the  Indian"  in  "Ktaach"

is  a, typical nineteenth century picture of the primitive man who has

been  degraded by  civilization.    On  the  second t.rip 'Ihoreau is  able  to

chserve his  Indian  guide,  Joe Aitteon, nnre closely.    Aitteon,  however,

has  acquired too many  attributes of  civilized America to meet with
'Ihoreaii's  ideal  of  "the  Indian."    'Thoreau seenrs much more  pleased

with the  savage  Indians with whom they  carp  at  the end of  the  trip.

It  is on Thoreau's  last  trip that  he  is  able to have both a. tolerance

and respect  for his  Indian  guide Joe Polls.    Joe Polls,  says ltobert

Sayre,  is  "the nDst  fully  developed` personality  (after the  author

himself)  to  appear  anywhere  in  Thoreau's writing.nL9

the  American  Indian

In Thoreau  and

i a  comprehensive  study of  Thoreau' s  Indian  education ,

Sayre  traces Thoreau's  attitudes  from his  earliest writings to his



notes  on his Minnesota journey  in  1861.    Sayre says  that  of  all  his

work, 'Ihe  Ma,ine  Woods  best  records  "his progress  in  breaking  through many

of  the  prejudices of  savagism to  a point where he  could present  his
20

guides  .   .   .  as both  Indians  and  caplex interesting individuals."

Critics wlro  look  at  'Ihoreau's writings on  Indians--Paul,  Gura,

Murray,  Weidman,  and Sayre-see  "the  Indian"  as  the unifying element

in  'Ihe  Maine  woods.

in  The  Maine  Woods

Weichan  says  that  "Thoreau's  treatment  of  Indians

provides  a unifying theme  for the book Waiter

Harding  criticized  as  unintegrated. "21    Like Weidrlrm,  Murray  believes

that  'Ihe I.faine  Woods  "has  a good deal  of unity because of  its  increasing

focus  on  the  Indian."22    MUITay  adds  that  "this  unifying nroverrent  frcmi

ignorance  al]out  the  Indian  to knowledge  is  acccxplished not  sixply by

methodical  piling of  facts,  but by use of  descriptive  and narrative

techniques usually  associated with  fiction."23   This,  however,  is  the

closest  any  critic corres to suggesting artistic

Traditionally critics  approach

Irel'it  in  The  Maine  lAfoods.

The  Ma.ine  Woods  f ron  a biographical  or

philosophical perspective.    For understanding 'Thoreau  as  a thinker,

The  Maine  woods  is important  as  it  reflects Thoreau's  ideas  about

na,tune  and his  a,ttitudes  towards  the Anrerican  Indian.    For understanding
'Thoreau  the man,  The Maine  Woods  serves  as  one  of  the best exaxples

of  'Thoreau  as woodsrman  and nature  lover.     In  tenne  of  time,  however.,

the Maine  experiences  involve only  a small part  of Thoreau's  life--

not  quite  a lronth. So while  The Maine  Woods  is  int,eresting  in  regard

to 'Thoreau as  a transcendentalist  or  a romantic naturalist,  it  is not

as  important  as his  t\ro  year stay  at Walden Pond;  and while  it  is

interesting  in  regard to Thoreau's  Indian  attitudes,  it  is not  any

nDre  ixportant  than  the  "Indian  Notebooks."    Without  question  Thoreau 's



9

response to the wildemess  and to Indians  is  central to  any  discussion

of The nhaine Woods,  but  so  far  critics  have  analyzed these  issues only

in  relation to 'Thoreau' s other work--particularly Walden  and the Joumal-

and not  in  tenus  of  'Ihe Maine  woods  as  a whole.     If  'Ihe Mhine  Woods  is

ever to be Considered inportant  in itself ,  it must  first be sham to

have a unity of form and idea essential to  all works of art.    Major

problerrs associated with  'Ihe MaLine Woods  have  led  critics to  assune

that  it  is not  a unified irork.    'Ihus before any theory of  design  can

be  credible,  th:se problems must be  investigated.



Chapter  11

A Problem  of  Form

'Ihe primary  deterrent  to  recognizing an  artistic design  in The

Maine Woods  is  its outward structure.    Seemingly  the book  is  sixply

three separate travel essays,  united by  little more than  a similarity

of  sutject  matter and genre.    Added to this problem is  the  fact  that

the  first  two  sections of 'Ihe Maine Woods "Ktaadn"  and  "Chesuncook, "

were  originally ptolished in magazines .as  essays  corrplete  in  themselves;

yet when  they were  republished as The  Maine  Wcods they remained essen-

tially  the  same.    `These tiro  factors suggest  that  'Ihoreau did not  or

had not been  able to revise the essays,  or to condense or unify  the

events  into the  topical  or  thematic. approach,  which he had given  to

his  Walden and  Cape  Cc>_d  experiences. Further  ilxplication of The Maine

1'toods  as  a relatively unrevised vrork  carne wi.th the publication  of

the Journal when the editors  decided to omit  sections pertaining to

Thorean's Maine  trips.    The explanation  given  in  the  1853  Joumal

serves as  an exaple:

Ifere  follows  an  account  of Thoreau's  second excursion  to  the
Maine woods  ....    As  the story  is told elschere,  virtually
in  the  language  of the Journal,  it  is here Cinitted,  with the
exception  of  a  few scattered sentences  and parag.iaphs w.hich
f°dies°:riecor:k?$3T °r another Were not used in  the paper entitled

'Ihis passage irrplies  that  the book  is basica,1ly  a travel  journal,  and

that  the  published account  had undergone  only  mininELl  revisions.
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That  'Ihoreau  did not  revise these essays  is sixply not  true.

Since the pullication of the Journa|,  scholars have been  able  to examine

the passages  relating to  the Maine  trips.    Everything these scholars

note  indicates  that  'Ihoreau wrote  and  revised The hfaine Wcx]ds  mich

as  he  had Walden. 'Ihis method of writing involved hastily taking  doun

notes,  later. expanding these notes,  and finally copying a revised

version into his Jounal.2   Often at  a later time the Journal material

was worked into  lectures-Waiter Harding cites  five  lectures based on

the Maine material.    Afte]owar.ds  the  lectures were  revised  into  a  form

suitable  for publication.    In the  textual  study that  acccxpanies  the

CEAA  terft  of  'Ihe  hfaine  Woods Joseph Moldenhauer describes  the extant

manuscripts  and outlines the evolution of  the text.    The  facts    -

Moldenhauer presents  clearly  show 'Ihoreau's usual  pattern of  revision.

Because scme of  the particulars  are  so  important  in  illustrating

Thoreau's method  of  ccxposing this work,  they  are  s`unrmrized below.
'Ihe  "Ktaadn"  first  draft,  which  is now  in the Berg Collection  of

the New York Public ILibrary,  served as both journal  and draft book.

The  draft  begins wi.th  a nine-page  capsule  of  the  trip,  followed by  a

list  of words  and phrases under headings  for August  31  throuch

Septefroer  10.   .Moldenhauer says  that  "the  precise  detail  and tele-

graphic style  suggest  that  'Ihoreau  calTied the  notebooks with him  at

least  as  far  as  Bangor  and possibly  all  the way  to the mountain."3

The ne2it  six pages  are  drafts  of the ptoliined essay.    This  section  is

followed with  records  of  the  nocturnal  steafrooat  trip  that  Thoreau

took  from Bangor  to Portland,  which was  eventually used  in  the
"Chesuncook"  section.    Robert  Cbsbey,  who  also  exanined  this irorking

draft,  says the  impression  at  this  point of the manuscript  is  that
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Thoreau  "did not  lmar7  .   .   .where  his  essay  should begin."    It  is  as

if  "he has not yet  settled on the proper tone or style of  his narration
"4 After  the  nocturnal  steanfooat  section,  what  follows  essentially

duplicates  that  of  the  finished account.    This  draft  shams  numerous

revisions  in  ink  and pencil,  and references  to  'rv"  (vide),  the  neat  or

new notebook.    Cosbey  says  that  it  is  obvious  from a  glance  at  the

draft  that 'Thoreau did not write easily or  intuitively.

There  is hardly  a sentence  of  the whole  draft  in which
he has not made  deletions,  insertions,  inversions of order,
or  stostitutions,  and  in many  places  he  has  added  fairly   `
long passages  in  the Inargins  or between  the  lines  ....'There  are many  .   .   .  deletions  of whole  passages   .   .   .  and

¥dydi:1::e: Fe:=:n::, b::#t#:afa=i.8hought ,  even in the

Cbsbey  notes  that  in  revising,  'Thoreau s`xppressed personal  details

and  added various  informa,tion  from his  readings.    Cosbey 's  mc>st

irrportant  argument  is  that  only  after working with his materials  did
'Thoreau begin  to  find a theme-a theme of wilderness-and subsequently

revised to  exphasize  this  theme.    James Mclntosh  concurs with.Cosbey's

thesis:    "My  cwm  examination  of  the  first  draft  of  "Ktaadn"  .   .   .

strongly  suggests  that  in  the process  of  ccxposition he became  conscious

of  this polarity betireen wildemess  and civiliza.tion   and used it

thenatically  to give  the essa,y  structure. "6

Moldenhauer discusses  similar stages of  revision  in  the extant

manuscripts  of  the  "CThesuncook"  section.    The  largest  portion  of  the
"Chesuncook"  first  draft  is  in t,he Morgan  Library  Journal  sequence,

volume  22,   Septefroer  16  -.Septenfoer  27,  1853.    Other  drafts  date

October  through  Decerfoer,   1853,  and  sunner  1857  through  ear.1y  apring

1858.    The  fair  copy of  "Chesuncook"  gives  evidence  of  two  distinct
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periods of preparation-some parts are written on off-white papers
and others .on  light blue papers.    Mc)1denhauer notes  that  there  are

numerous ink  and pencil  revisions on the drafts.    In  addition he  counts

one hundred and ten  authorial  changes on the  fair copy.    It  is signif-

icant  that  for the  "Chesuncook"  essay 'Thoreau  drew tpon  one  episode

frcm the  'Ktaadn"  trip and included information  acqut.red from Concord

Indians  for his  Indian  callp episode.    Also  several wol.kcheets  in  the

Hou8hton Library  ccfroine  matter used in  "Chesuncook"  and  "Allegash. "

These facts  are  Contrary to the assumption that `Ihe  Maine woods  is

purely sequential tra;vel writing.    Although no  analysis has been

put)1ished on  the writing of  "Chesuncook,"  such  as  Cbbey's  article  on
"The Writing of  'Ktaach' ,"  the  informat.ion Moldenhauer  provides  on

the  "Chesunccck"  dra,fts  indicates  that  this episode went  through the

usual mrfeer of revisions.

After "Ktaadn"  and  "Chesuncook"  were published,  Thoreau  contir.ued

to make  additions  and minor  revisions  in  the texts.    In  "Ktaach"

Cosbey notes  sons  stylistic and factual  changes,  and two  snrall but

significant  changes reflecting his  attitude  about  Indians.    Most

changes,  hcwever,  reflect  his  further reading about Maine.    "Ch.esuncook,"

on the other hand,  received minilml  alteration:    'Thorean  corrected

an error or two,  restored a sentence that had been expurgated in  the

first publication,  added another sentence,  and deleted a passage

based on misidentification of a bird species."7   It  is  generally

lmown  that  'Ihoreau's  last  years,  after his  confining illness,  were

spent  in  preparing a nurker of his papers  for ptolication.    The major

work  on  'The  Ma,ine Woods  at  this  tinre was  in  perfecting the  third

narrative  "The  Allegach  and East  Branch."
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Because  there was  no major  revision  of  "Ktaach"  or  "Chesuncook"

for  'Ihe  Maine  Woods' publicatior] ,  it  ]..s usually  inferred that  'Thoreau

did not  have  time  to  integrate  or  finish  the book.    But  I  propose

that  the  revisions  are minimal,  particularly with  "Chesuncook, " because

Tholieau had  a  general  concept  of  a whole wol.k  about  Maine when  he

was  getting "Chesuncook"  ready  for publication.    This period of prep+

aratic]n was after the Allegash trip  and his  draft  of that work.    bfost

likely,  sometime between  summer of  1857  and spring  1858 his  plan  evolved.

Moldenhauer dates  the writing of  the  final version of  "Chesuncook"

between  surrner  1857  and spring  1858.    This  is  the  same  tirre  'Ihoreau

was writing the  first  draft  of  the  "Allegash"  narrative-the early
"Allegash"  manuscripts  are  dated July  20  through August  3,   1857,  and

Septefroer  throuch Novefroer  1857.    hfoldenhauer  says :

That  Thoreau had capleted the basic work  on  "The Allegash"
by  the  time he  sent  "Chesuncook"  to  James  Russell  Ij3well  is
indicated by  his  correspondence  and certain manuscript  remains.
He  reported to 'Thatcher on January  I,  1858,  that  he had"written  out  a  long`  account"  of  the excursion,  "part  of which
I  shall  liead  to  our lyceurL-but  I  do not  ]mow how  soon  I
shall print  it."   Three weeks  later he told Ij]well  that  for
the  sake  of  his  rela,tionship with I>olis  he  could not  provide
an  "Allegash"  article,  but  not  long after the  final"Chesunoook"  instal]ment  appeared  in  the
to George

Atlantic he wrote
William Clirtis  of  Futnan's,  "I  am glad if you are

nan°: I:arg¥;r°:1::: ¥oa±n;:i;V?#Sj  Partly because  I  have  another

In  respect  to 'Ihoreau's  fo]rmilation  of The  Maine  Woods,   Itobert

Sayre's  study  of  the  "Indian  Books"  (i.e.  Indian  Notebocks)  is  quite

lielevant.    Sayre  argues  that  the  da.i;es  of  the  "Indian Bocks"  suggest

that  the  period "when 'Ihoreau most  seriously  regarded hinrself  as  vrorking

on  a hook  about  Indians  (as veil  as  the  'Indian  Bocks' )  was  frcm

Decefroer  1852  [just  before  the  "Chesuncock"  trip ] throuch Febnrary  1858"
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just after the  "Allegash"  trip.9   Significantly,  the first  half of
"Chesuncook"  was  sent  to  Ij}well  on  March  5,   1858.    'IWc+thirds  of  the

lraterial  in  the  "Indian Books" was  collected during this period,

although  Thoreau worked on  them  from  1850  until  the  end of  his  life.

It  is  Sayre's  thesis that  sometime  after his personal  experiences

with the  Indians,  Aitteon  and Polls,  'Thoreau changed his mind about

the nature of  an  Indian book.    Specifically,  "January  and February

[1858] were lronths  of  decision  about  a book  on  Indians."L°

To sunlnarize,  after the Allegash  trip,  during  the time  'Thoreau

was working on  the  "Chesuncook"  and  "Allegash"  sections,  Thoreau nDst

likely formulated 'IT}c  Maine  Woods  as  a whole. I  suggest  that  Thoreau

did not  have to re-work his published material  to  any great  extent

because  the three  sections had been part  of  his plan  from the  coxpo-

sition of  "Chesuncook."    He  only  needed  to  get  the  "Allegash"  segment

ready  and make  sure  instructions  for publication were  clear.    Indeed,

according  to  his  friends  and biographers,  Ellery  Charming  and F.  8.

Sahoorn,  that  is wha,t  happened.    The  task of  getting  the  volume  in

order  for publication fell  to Ellery  Channing  and Sophia 'Thoreau.

After  an examination of  all  the  evidence,  Moldenhauer concludes:

Beyond question  .   .   .  Thoi.eau  intended  to  issue  the  four
parts  as  a single  volume:  he  left  a rough plan  for  the
organization of  the essays  and a statement  of  their  collec-
tive title;  and he drew on  all  three chapters  for his
appendix materials.    At  the  time  of  his  death  he was
P;:r;:echo?±fE  the  third  narrative,  "The Allegash  and East

As  a posthumous work,  the  finished state  and  authenticity  of

The  lfaine  Woods  te2ct  has  been  an  issue. With  the publication  of  the

critical  text,  the CEAA I'rinceton  edition,  the  authenticity  of  the
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work  is established.    1thether the  terct  is "finished"  is  a rhetorical

question.    It  is  generally ]movIl  that  'Ihoreau  continued to revise all

his irorks  throughout  his  life.    Shanley no-tes  that  even with llJalden

Thoreau made  some  revisions  after its publication.12    So 'Ihoreau would

prchably have  Continued to  revise 'Ihe Miine Woods  as long  as he  lived.

But  as  to  the more pertinent  question,  whether `Thoreau had given

The  hhaine  'iAJoods  its  final form,  the evidence  indicates  that  'Thoreau's

intention  for  the  final  form is  its existing one.

The  last major  determent  to  seeing

cant work is  its  genre.

The  Maine  Woods  as  a  sigriifi-

If  for  no other  reason,  The lthine  Woods  is

set  aside  as  a  lesser work because  it  is  a travel book,  and,  as  such,

is  considered too  low-brow and popular to be  serious  literature.    Yet

almost  all of Thoreau's writing,  whether  a rafrole  like  "Wa]king"

or a sojourn like Walden, fits  into this genre. The  .Maine  Wcods ,

however,  has  the elenents of the silxplest  of all  travel writing.    It

is  a daily journal  recording the events of an  actual  trip.    In The

mine  1`Jcods Thoreau gives unch  factual  infoina,tion  to  aid a traveler

in the wildemess, ranging from a  list  of supplies to  geographic details.

Along the way he makes observations on  the plants,  the  animals,  the

weather and t,he natives.    In short, in  'Ihe  Maine  Woods  'Ihoreau  follcws

the pattern used by less perceptive  and less  literary travelers  in

ordinary  tourists'  accounts.    Almost unanimously 'Ihoreau's  "travel"

writings that  reshape  the actual or mix the actual and the fictive,

such  as  A Week  and ',`.'alden are  considered crest.ive  anc]  literary,  while

his  sequential  travel  works  such  as  The  Maine  Woods  are  discounted

as being too  factual  or,  in  Ifobert  IjDuls  Stevenson's uords,  silxply

"not  Literature. "
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IIistorically  the  travel  account  is one of the  oldest  forms  of

writing,  dating back  at  least  to Herodutus and Xenophon.    'Ihrough

the  ages  all kinds of writers have written  travel  a6counts,  from

explorers,  naturalists,  and missionaries,  to  literary writers.    In

nineteenth  century America,  however,  travel writing was  experiencing

an  unparalleled popularity.    A]most  everyone  tried their hand at

writing about  their travels,  including the most  serious writers of

the  day--Hawthorne,  Melville,  Emerson,  Cooper,  and James  all wrote  at

least  one  travel piece.    In spite of  this,  there  is  a]mc>st  nothing

written about travel as literature.   "aditionally travel works are

set  aside  as  less serious writing.

Critics  adopt this position  towards Thoreau's works  that  rest

closely  resend31e  the  travelogue, such  as  'Ihe  Maine  Woods and  .CL±pe__ _q9=q .

The  consensus of opinion  is that  these works  are  superficial  travel

pieces,  lacking the metaphorical  and mythological  significance  of
'Ihoreau' s serious writing.    Sore  critics  suggest  that  Thoreau' s  travel

writings  are written  to appeal  to  the tastes  of  the  day.    In  the words

of Joseph lfood Krmtch,  they  are  "too deliberately directed  at  a vulgar

audience,"13  and in  the words  of Shelman Paul,  they  ar`e  "his  attelrpt

to  find an  audience."14   Yet  everything Thoreau's biographers  have

said and everything 'Ihoreau wrote  indicates that  he took all  of his

writing seriously-reven his Joumal which  he  could have  only  vaguely

envisioned being pulJlished.    F.  8.  Sanbom,  one  of  Thoreau's  I.irst

biographers,  says  that  "it was his. thirst  for final  and concentrated

expression,  and not  love  of  fame  or  '1iterary  aspirations'   .   .   .  which

urged him on  to write.    For printing he  cared  little,-and few  authors

Since  Shakespear`e  have been  less  anxious  to publish wha,t  they wrote."15
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In Thoreau' s  correspondence  regarding the ptolication  of both  "Ktaadn"

and "Chesuncook"  there  is  no  indica,tion  that  he  considered  these  as

less serious,  popular pieces.    'They were  certainly  not written  for rroney.

In  fact,  after Horace Greeley wrote  and apologized for being  able  to

pay only twenty-five dollars  for  "Ktaadn,"  Thoreau replied with a  letter

rejecting the benefits of  receiving pay for writing.    Part of  that

letter  follcIVs:

Scholars  are  apt  to  think  themselves privileged to  complain
as  if their  lot was  a peculiarly  hard one.    How much have
we  heard about  the  atta,inment  of  kncwledge under  cliff icult.ies
of poets starving in garrets--depending on  the patronage
of  the wealthy--and  finally  dying mad.    It  is  time  that men
sang  another  song.    There  is  no  reason why  the  scholar
who professes  to be  a  little wiser  than  the masses  of men,
should not  do his work  in  the ditch  occasionally,  and by
means  of  ills  superior.  wisdcm malse much  less  sun-fice  for

Ejfife;ted. gi#±:om°rnen:¥. ±8eref°re  Comes  as  a free  and

Greeley felt  that  the  letter was  so significant  that he published parts

of  it `in his paper, the  New  York  Tribune, on  May  19,   1848.

Furthermore ,  this  correspondence  indicates  that  neither viras  Thoreau

writing  to please  the tastes of the public  if  it  did not  suit  him.    In

the  same  correapondence Greeley  asked Thoreau  for  shorter  articles :
"The  length of your papers  is  the only  jxpedjment  to  their  apprecia.tion

by  the magazines."L7   With  the hfaine  narratives,  at  least,  Thoreau

never saw  fit  to  follow Greeley's  suggestion.    In  fact,  each stosequent

essay  became  substantially  longer  than  the preceding one.    'The  most

infamous  incidence  of  Thoreau's  unwillingness  to  coxply witb  anyone's

preferences but .his own  involves  the publication of  "Chesuncook. "

lThen  reading  the proofs  'Thoreau  discovered  that  the  editor,  James

Russell  IJ}uell,  had  deleted a statement  about  the pine:    "It  is  as
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irmorfal  as  I  an,  and perchance will  gp  to  as high a heaven,  there

to tower al)ove me still."   'Thoreau responded with  a seething  letter,

saying,

I  have just  noticed that  that  sentence was,  in  a very mean
and Cowardly manner,  omitted.     I  hardly need to  say  that  this
is  a liberty which  I  will  not  permit  to be  taken with nay
us.    'The editor has,  in this  case,  no more  right  to cmit  a
sentiment  than  to  invent  one,  or  put words  into nry lrouth.
I  do not  ask  anybody  to  adopt my opinions,  but  I  do  expect
that when  they  ask for them to .print,  they will  print  them,
or chtain ray consent  to their alteration or omission.    I
should not  read many bocks  if  I  thought  tha,t  they had been
thus expurgated.    I  feel  this treatment  to be  an  insult,

ELiLE:=#:nsispgsTg,o;::i:=ii8topresunethatl

IJ)`rell's  sutsequent  failure  to publish  the sentence was  the culmination

of a life-long animosity between  the two men.    Instead of  reflecting

any concern  for money or popularity,  these  letters  and the  intensity

of  their statements show a total  disregard  for such matters.

Prchably  the. main  reason  that  critics  assure  that  The nthine lJVoods

was  a less serious  entexprise  is Thoreau's  apparent  depl`ecation of

travel boc}ks  in Walden. In  the  "Reading"  chapter  of  that work 'Thoreau

seems to apologize  for his  interest  in travel accounts as though  it

were  a weahaess:    "I  read one  or  two shallcw books of travel  in  the

intervals  of lny work,  till  that  employment  made  me  ashamed of nryself ,

and I  asked where  it was tha,t  I  lived."]9   Yet Thoreau's  real  attitudes

towards travel writing were not  so  simple.    As John  Christie shows  in

Thoreaii  as World Traveler, "the travel book shared a significant  place

beside Thoreau's  standard  fare  of poetry  and philosophy."2°   Gleaned

from Thoreau's writings  and the extant  Iibrar.y  checkrout  records,

Christie  docurrents  172  travel  books  that  Thoreau  read,  in mc>st  cases

methodically  enough  to take  copious  notes.    Perhaps  then  the Walden

sentence should be  read according to the stress Thoreau placed on  it.
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When  he  says,  "I  asked where  it  was  that  I  lived,"  he  is  errphasizing

the  ixportance  of  living and seeing over any  form of vicarious pleasure.

In  Walden's  merit chapter,  "Sounds,"  irmediately  after his  discussion

of reading,  'Ihoreau asks:    "lthat  is  a course of history,  or philosophy,

or poetry,  no matter how well selected,  or the best  society,  or the

most  admirable  routine of  life,  coxpared with the  discipline  of  looking

always  aLt what  is  to be  seen?   Will  you be a  reader,  a,  student,  Inerely,

or a seer?"  21   Rather than  rejecting travel,  he saw it  as  another way

of seeing,  of  experiencing.

In 'Thorean's  first  published bock he verbalizes  the significance

of travel that he nurtured to the end:    "true and sincere traveling is

Ira pastime,  .uut  it  is  as serious  as the grave  or  any  parfe  of  the hurmi

journey."   'Thorean believed that  travel bocks should reflect  this

seriousness  and have  a universal significance.    Cftyared to 'Ihoreau's

ideal  for travel,  rrost  of the  accounts he  read were  shaLllcw.    But
'Ihoreau found fault  in  the observer,  in the naITcrmess of the traveler,

not  in  the possibilities of  the  form,  as his  critics have.    He used

the  forms  and syfrols of  the  genre  in  alllDst  all  of .his writing.    The

points of  travel-+mountains,  lakes,  and rivers-and the syfrools of

travel--the going out ,  the exploration,  the discovery-pervade his

work.    'Ihoreau  leaned many  facts  from his  travel  readings;  but  in

his writings  metaLphors  and synhols make  those  lessons  traiscend  the

particular.
Unquestionably  the  idea of i:rivel  as quest  is  central  to any

understanding of Thoreau.    Shelman  Paul  explores  the  sysfool  and metaphor

of  travel  jn Thoreau's writing;  John Christie  investigates the signi-

ficance of Thoreau's  travel  readings;  and I.awrence Buell  discusses
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the  influence of  the  travel narrative on the stnlcture of Thoreau's

writing. Yet  none  of these  critics  extend- their theses  to 'Itie hhine

1`foods,  for they  Conceive  of this rock  as  a straichtforvard narrative

of 'Ihoreau's  hhaine  trips.    Although 'Ihe  hfaine  li`toods very  closely

follows the structure of mundane travel pieces,  its  fom does  not

necessarily make  it  an  exception  to Thoreau's  other vrock.    In  this

study,  I  hope  to  show that The  Maine  Wcods exexplifies man's quest  for

truth and that  the travel mode  is the key to the structure,  unity,

and meaning of  the bock.



Chapter  Ill

„Ktaach"

All of Thoreau's writing,  in  fact his whole  life,  can be  seen

as  a quest  for tmth,  for the "hister  laws"  of the universe  and man's

relation to them.    Frcm his earliest work to his  last,  'Ihoreau testi-

fies that  the  discovery of truth lies  in  a direct  intercourse with nature.

Because 'Ihoreau' s way to knowledge begins with outward exploration,

the spirit  of place is pivotal  to the meaning of each of his corks.    At

Walden P:ond an  idyllic sojourn  gives him a unified vision,  of which

the pond is  the major sylhol.    His  three  trips  to  the hfaine woods,  hcwever,

involve  three rinique  and different  experiences.    In  "Ktaadn"  he  clifros

a lrountain  in  solitude;  in  "Chesunoock"  he peacefully  glides  throuch

moonlit  lakes;   and  in  "The Allegash  and East  Branch"  he experiences

camaraderie  on the rapids.    Quite  naturally the exp6rienoes  of  each

trip  affect  'Ihoreau differently.    On each trip Thoreau discovers

something new about  his  relationship  to natulre  and to man.    Because  the

ctircuristances of  these trips  carry  their owl psychological  impact,  he

comes  to his understanding  in  three  different ways,  ways  quite  apart

from his  practical experience.    'Ihus  in  ea,ch  section Thoreau not  only

illustrates  how man  can  be  affected by what  he sees  and experiences,

but  also  the rreans by which  he  is  able  to  gain  understanding of  that

experience.    By treating each trip in a separate  section,  instead

of  integrating them  into  aL  Continuous narra,tive,  Thoreau  isolates

the  emotional  impact  and special  insight  of each journey.
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The purpose  of  Thorieau's  first  trip  to Maine was  to  cljfro  Mt.

Katahdin,  the  second highest  mountain  in  New Fhgland.    This  ascent,

recounted in  the  first  section  of 'Ihe Maine  woods was to renain

one  of  the most  dranatic events  of his  life.    Wha.t  happened to Thoreau

on fatahdin made  such  an  ixpact  on him that  years  later he dreaned  about

it  and  refelTed to  it  in  his  correspondence.    Ch Noverrber  16,   1857,

eleven years  after the Katahdin trip,  'Ihoreau wrote  a letter to Harrison

Blake  about mountain exploration  that  is  rerurkable  in  its  echoes of

the."Ktaadn"  essay.    In  this  letter Thoreau says:

You rmust  ascend a mountain  to  learn  your  relation  to matter,
and so  t,o your body,  for  it  is  at  home  there,  though }zg±Lu  are
not.    It  might  have been ~conposed there,  and will have no
farther to go  to return to  dust  there,  than  in  your garden;
but  your  spirit  inevitably  corlk3s  away,  and brings  your body
with it,  if it lives.

'The philosophical  ixplications that  the Katahdin  experience held

for 'Iholieau have been  discussed by numerous  critics.    Yet what  exactly

Tho]iein  leans  about his  relationship  to  the mountain  in  "Ktaadn"

remains  cryptic--it  is not something that  can be readily understood.

Nevertheless,  his  experience  in  "Ktaadn"  prepares  the way  for his  vision

of  truth  in"Chesuncock,"  and that  in  "Chesuncook"  for his  concerns  in
''The Allegash and East  Branch."    In  other irords,  each section  illustrates

a  lesson  in  Thoreau's  wildemess  echication,  and  frcm beginning to end

there  is  a progression  in 'Ihoreau's  search  for  truth.    1`that  Thoreau

experiences  in  "KtaLach"  is  just  one  aspect  of man's  relation  to nature.

Throughout 'Ihe  Maine  Woods  Thoreau investigates the effects of  experi-

ence  on  the  various ways  that `man  perceives  the world  and  apprehends

truth-specia,1ly  the tltanscendental  and poetic ways.    Since each

section  focuses on  a paticular kind of wildemess  experience,  I  propose
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to  analyze  the  sections  individually.    Ultimately,  I  hope  to  illustrate
1

that  a structure  in three parts  is  alfis;tically  appropriate,  as  ea.ch

section  explores  a  different  epistemological  and philosophical  concern,

and that  the  sections become  intelTelated as  'Ihoreau moves  towards

a more  conplete  understanding of  man's  relation  to man  and  his world.   \
i

For  convenience  I  speak of  the  narrator here,  and  throughout  this

study,   as  "Thoreau."    However,   if we  read  The  Maine  VJoods  strictly  as

biography  there  are  a nuTfoer  of  problems:    How  do we  accept  Thoreau's

Pssertions  in  "Ktaadn"  when  they  seem  contrary  to  his  most  basic
beliefs?   How  can we believe  that  Thoreau  is writing with  sincerity

when  he  produced  "Ktaach"  while  he was  at  Walden  Pond?    I  believe  that

it  is  jxportant  to understand the narrator  in  "Ktaadn"  and throughout
'Ihe Maine; Woods  not  simply  as  Thoreau 'but  as  a per.sona-i.e.   "civilized

man,"  who  ccnes  to Mhine  to  explore  the wildemess.    Like  any  traveler

he  oc>rnes  .to  an  unfamiliar place with  Certain  assumptions  and expecta-

tions.    But  each  time  something happens  to  change  those  attitudes,  and

he  is  left with  a different  perspective on  life.    Within the  confines of

his  actual  itinerary,  'Thoreau writes  his narrative  to produce a dramatic

and ironic effect.    FTom  "Ktaadn"  to  "Allegash"  the narrator  continually

examines  and  assesses  the  more  primitive  life  of men  in  the backwoods.

Yet because the narrator  is  always  affected by the experiences  of his

travels,  it  is only  fitting that  there is a slightly different  tone
I

in  each  section.

As  the  Rclmantic  traveler  in  "Ktaadn,"  'Thoreau  initially  thinks  of

mountains  as  "connecting the  heavens with  the earrth,"  that  is,  uniting

man  with  the universe  and  powers  of  creation  (p.  33).    Virtually  all

mountain  descriptions  in fromantic  and pre-Ronantic  literature  can be
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discussed within  an  aesthetic of  the  sublime.    'Theories  of  the  sublime

ar.e  concerned with the  strong emotional  effect produced by  the  grandeur

in nature,  such  as mountains  and oceans.    A]rost  every  author of  the

period who wrote  about  na,ture was  influenced by  an  aesthetic of  the

sublime.    The most widely  studied of  these. theories was  Edmund Burke's

Into  the  Sublime  and Beautiful.    In his  senior year  at  IIarvard,

Thoreau was  required to write  an essay  examining Burke's  theory  that
"The thunder's  roll,  the  lichtning's  flash,  the billcw's  roar,  the

earthquake shock,  all  derive  their  dread sublimity  fran neath."1    In

his  essay,   "The  Sublimity  of  Death, "  Thoreau  al-gues:

The  emotion  excited by  the  Sublime  is  the most  unearthly  and
godlikewemortals  experience.    It  depends  for  the  peculiar
strength with which  it  takes  hold on  and occupies  the mind,
upon  a principle which  lies  at  the foundation of  that
worship which we pay  to  the  creator himself .    And  is  fear  the
foundation of  tha.t worship?    is  fear  the  ruling principle of
our religion?   Is  it  not  rather the mother of  superstition?

Yes,--that principle which prcxpts us  to pay  involuntary

±get:: 5:i]3=::t:i :hj ::gg:::?§neible,  the Stfoline,

Although  that  was written  eleven  years before  "Ktaadn, "  Thoreau' s moun-

tain  experience  in  "Ktaadn"  clearly  involves  "an  involuntaLry  hcmage  to

the  Inifinite,  the  Inccxprehensible,  the  Sublime."

When 'Ihoreau  fina,lly  reaches  Katahdin's  summit  the  tone  of  the

narrative  completely  changes.    Until  then Thoreau  is  a  rational  observer,

who  carefully  describes  all  he  sees  along  the way.    But  on  the rrountain's

s`rmit  he becomes  disoriented..    Something seers  to  take  hold of  hill+-
'rvast,  Titanic,  inhuman  Nature  has  got  him at  disadvantage,  caught  him

alone,  and pilfers  him of  his'divine  faculty"  (p.  64).    His  response  to

Katahdin  is  emotional,  with none of the objective  clarity of  the  first

part  of  the  narrative.    'The  experience  has. a pouerful  jxpact  and  leaves

lJLBkAttl

lppalaohlan  State  Unlver6"
Boone,  IVorth  Carollm
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him with  an  overwhelming sense of  awe  and reverence  for  the  power of

creation.    Yet  it  is  irlportant  to note that Rcmantic theories of  the

sitolime essentially  involve high  achiration,  enthusiasm,  and emotional

response  to vast  scenery.    'Ihoreau's  response to  the Katahdin  summit,

however,  is not  a result  of the vista,  as  is  the  case  in Cape  Cbd,  for

any view  frcm the mountain  is  hidden by  the  clouds.    'Ihoreau  does  not  even

experience the  irmensity of apace or the grandeur of the nDuntain's  rise.

The  fact  is that 'Ihoreau's response is not aesthetic,  but  a, result  of

his.psychologiqa.1  state  of mind.    By  clarifying what  happens  to Thoreau

at  the  climax of  "Ktaadn,"  it  is  easier to  appreciate  the  significance

of his experience  and the philosophica.I  implications of  the essay.

I-ong before  an  aesthetic  developed to explain men's  Iiesponse  to

nDuntains  or  the  sublime  in  nature,  men  spoke of having mystical

experiences  on mountains.    Because Thoreau's  Katahdin  experience  seems

to be more psychological than  aesthetic,  I  believe tha.t  it  should be

understood as  a nystical experience as well as  a Rc]mantic  traveler's

response to  the sul3lime.    'Ihere  is  a tremendous body.of  literature  that

attenpts  to explicate nystical  experience.    William James,  in  The

Varieties of Reli rience, offers a handy,  explicit  definition

from the point of view of psychology,  not  religion.    According to

James ,  all-mystical experience involves  four  characteristics :    1)  ineffa-

bility,  2)  noeticquality,  3)  transciency,  and 4) passivity.3   As  I

read  "Ktaadn,"  'Ihoreau's  experience  involves  all of these.    It  is most

significant,  however,  that  hi's mountain  experience  does  not  include  the

lnystic's  ultirmte  sense  of oneness  or union with God or nature.    Rather

it  shows  a basic separation between  Inan  and nature.    Moreover,  the

noetic aspect  of  "Ktaadn" basically  concerns man 's  relation  to  creation

and the  cosmos,  and has  very  little  to do with his  relation  to God.
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The  failure of  conventional Romantic expectations  and the narrator's

initial  assumptions  about mountains,  man,  and nat,ure,  along with the

ina.dequa,cy of his nystical experience  is  the basis  of  the meaning of

the  first  section of 'Ihe Maine lfoods.

Initially Thoreau is interested in discovering the true wilder-

ness-nature  untouched by man.   -Thoreau  relates his  journey  as  a

departure  fl`om the amenities of  civilization.    Ey train  and steahooat

Thoreau travels  to Bangor to meet George 'Ihatcher.    Frdn Bangor they

travel  t`ro  days by horse and buggy  along the Penobscot  River  to

hfa;ttawamkeag,  where  they meet  their  companions.    From that  point  there

is no  further road,  so  they hike  for the nesde  day  and a haLlf  throuch

the `roods.    At  the  last  cabin  they  engage two  lufroelnen  as  guides.
'Ihen,  to get  to  the  foo.t  of Mt.  Ka;tahdin,  they  traverse  lakes  and rivers.

'Ihe expedition  is  a dramatic nDve  into  a wildemess  that  becernes

increasingly wild,  alien,  and ixpenetrable.    Explanations of the sup-

plies that  are necessary for the journey,  of difficulties of  carrying
battean across portages,  and of  inclenent .weather  attest  to  the

challenges  civilized man encounters on his  foray  into the wildemess.

As these men  advance into the  forest,  they venture  farther and farther

from civilization,  passing from the.last  settler's  cabin,  to  a rough

logging caxp,  to the  remains of  an  Indian  capsite near the  foot  of

Katahdin.    Per.haps the potential  threat of  the wildemess  is  already

evident  to the narrator.    Nevertheless,  when he  Confronts  true wilder-

ness,  totally  alone,  on  the mountain's  strmit,  he  is  shoc]sed by the

alienation he experiences.    U,ntil  this point  Thoreau  is  interested in

the  life of  the woodsmen,  the hardships  they  face,  and their  fellowship

in  camping and exploring together.    But  on  Katahdin  the  focus of  the
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nalTative changes  drastically-so much so  that  the meaning of  the essay

revolves  around this  incident.

Thol`eau  is  unprepared  for what  he  finds  on  Katchdin'.    He  is  be-

wildered.    His  primary  impression  is  that  of being surrounded by  clouds.

Thoreau says:    "The  summit  was  concealed by mist  ....    At  length  I

entered within the skirts of the `cloud which seemed. forever drifting

over the summit  ....    I was  deep withjp  the hostile  ranks of  clouds,

and all  objects were  obscured by  theri ....    It was  like sitting  in  a

chirmey  and waiting for  the  srrDke  to blow away.    It was,  in  fact,  a

cloud  factory  .   .   ."  (p.  63no4).    Generally  in Thoreau's writing  "clouds"

signify an  inability to  discern the  truth.    A nurrher of  critics  have

used this  cloud syzfrolism in  arguing that  the Katahdin  ascent was a

failure in Thorean's quest  for truth.    It  is verth noting,  however,  that

in  a classic of mystical  literature,  The Cloud of Uhlmowing,  "clouds"

are used as  a lnetachor  for the  tenporary  lack of understanding that  its

author. considers  a necessary part  of the nystical process.    Althouch

this  anonyrrous Middle  Fhglish  Christian work was  not  ]mown  in  the  nine-

teenth  century,  it  is perhaps  significant  that  cloud s}froolism used in

Connection with nystical  experience  is  found in other works.    I  suggest

that  in  "Ktaadn"  Thoreau uses cloud imagery  in  a similar  fashion~as  a

sylfrol  of the texporary  inability to  see  or ]mow,  and that  this  unhaowing

is  indicative of his state of  consciousness.

`that  'Ihoreau  initially suggests meta,phorically through clouds  and

rist,  he states  in  a nDre  direct manner  later on  in  the  same passage:

Some part  of  the beholder,  even  some vital  part,  seems  to
escape  through the  loose  grating of his  ribs  as  he  ascends.
He  is more  lone  than  you  can  iimgine.    'There  is  less  of  sub-
stantial  thought  and fair understanding  in him,  than  in  the
plains where men  inhabit.    IIis  reason  is  dispersed and
shadcny,  rrore  thin  and subtile  like  the  air.    Vast,  Titanic,
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inhuman Nature  has  got  hit at  disadvantage,  caught  him alone,
and pilfers  hin of  sc]me of his  divine  faculty  (p.  64).

This passage  clearly  indicates  that  'Ihoreau's  state  of mind  is  renoved

frmi logic or understanding.    In  discussing mysticism,  James  says ,
'Ttystical states are mc>re  like states of  feeling than states of  intellect.

No one  can make  clear to  another who has never had  a certain  feeling,  in

what the quality or worth of  it consists."4   Thoreau's  experience on  the

s`rmit  is  simply a presentiment,  an  intuition,  and a feeling.    'Ihe glimpses

of sunlight  through the clouds  are  syfroolic of  those brief mclnents of

light  or truth he  is  a,ble to perceive on  the lrountain.    A  clear view

or understanding at  thi.s point would be premature  in  the  conterct  of

a nystica.1 experience.    Th:us  clouds  are. a perfect  syhool  of  the q.uality

of his experience.
'Ihat  'Thoreau is  experiencing a rnystical  state  of  consciousness on

Katahdin's  stmrit becomes mc>re evident  if that  part  of  the narrative

is examined in relation  to other key  sections of 'Ihoreau's mountain

experience.    In his  initial exploration of the.rmuntain  side,  Thoreau

stresses the physical exertion  required to cljho  a nDuntain.    He explains:
"Follcwi.ng up the  course of  the torrent which occupied this--and  I  mean

to lay some emphasis on  this word !E-pulling myself up by the  roots

of fir and birches,  and then,  perhaps,  walking  a  level  rod or two  in the

thin  stream  .   .   ."  (p.  60).    Ch  the  summit,  hcwever,  clouds  drift  and wind

blcms,  but  Thoreau  is passive.    Something takes  hold of  him,  and he

loses  his  self-awareness.    Mcireover,  after he  reaches the peak of

Katahdin,  there is  a change  in  point  of  view.    Thoreau no  longer speaks

of himself  as  "I," but  as  "the beholder."    In  effect  he lroves  out  of

himself .    Likewise  the mc>des  of  perception  and coxprehension  on  the
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strmit  can be  contrasted with  those of  the  initial exploration  and the

descent.    As  Thoreau  first  explores  the mountain  side,  the surrounding

scenery of thickets,  torrents,  and ravines  is described within the

conventional  sublime.    Later on  in this passage he uses  another tradi-

tional means  to  describe this  "treacherous  country."    He says:

Having slurped,  scralfoled,  rolled,  bounced and walked,  by
turns,  over this  scraggy  country,  I  arrived upon  a side-
hill  .   .  .  where  rocks,  gray,  Silent  rocks,  were the  flocks
and herds  that  pastued,  chewing a  rocky   cud  at  sunset.    They
locked at me with hard gray eyes,  without  a bleat  or a
low  (p.  61).

Che  critic argues that  this  is a "f ine  instance of Coleridgean  fancy-

.   .   .  a coxpulsive  assertion  of  the  sufficiency of man  to ma]se  a place

in the wildemess  for its cam business."5   Gaffer suggests  than when
'Ihoreau reaches the s`rfut  and  can  no  longer  f ind an  analogy between

the imagination  and the  landsca,pe,  it  is  a fa,ilure of his  imaginative

powers.    I  agree,  but would add that  the  failure of the  imagination  or

of  the  stolime  aesthetic on Katahdin' s  sirmit  demonstrates that

Thorean's experience there ultimately  involves  another kind of  appre-

hension,  i.e.  nystical  intuition.    Moreover,  the  "Ktaadn"  experience

is not entirely  a failure for his  inability to see. is but  a passing cloud,

and his eraperience ultimately brings himcloser to  an understanding  of his

relation to nature.

Cbnsidering that  the  journey  to Katahdin's  summit  is  the  raison

d'etre of  the essay this passage  is  relatively short,  as nystical

experiences  are,  while  the  ascent  is  long and arduous.    Yet  the  trans-

ciency  of  his  experience  is m6st  obviously marked by  an  al]rupt  ending,

when  'Ihomeau  suddenly  switches  to  an  historical  passage  concerning the

state  geological  surveyor's measurement  of. Katahdin.    The  factual  nature
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of  that  passage,  by  contrast,  poin`ts  uP  the  transcendental  nature  of

Thoreau's  experience.    It  is  sometime  after,  when  Thoreau  and his

corrpanions  pass  over burnt  lands,  that  nornral  consciousness  returns

and he  can again  give visual  descriptions with  realistic details  and

fanci ful  conparisons.

Not  until  this  point  does Thoreau  gain  any  sort  of  insight  into
.I

the  meaning of  his  experience,  and  eve`n  then  he  does  not  present  a

straightforward explanation  of what  has  taken place.    In  fact,  the
"Burnt  liands"  passage  rerlnins  one  of  the most  difficult  in  all  of

'Ihoreau.    For  that  reason,  it  is  necessa.ry  to  examine the passage  in
I

detail and as  it  is  related to the other key parts of the Katahdin

experience.                                                                           I

During the Katahdin  ascent  the  sulstance of  Thoreau' s  discovery

is  suggested by  nur}erous rnythic allusions.    It  is  interesting that  in

an  earlier  draft  of  "Ktaadn"  Thoreau  included a   ."digression  about

the  nature  of  fable  and nyth."6    Although Robert  Cbsbey,  who  examined

the  draft,  does  not  discuss  the  content  of  this  digression,  I  think

that  one  can  assime that  the  disoussion  of nyth  in  the draft  is  similar

to that  in  the Journal  and in  the "Sunday"  chapter  of The  Week,   as

they were  all written  at  about  the same  tine.    Elizabeth  Seybold says

that  in  the  Journal  Thoreau  "moved steadily  towards  the  idea  that  myth

contained the stostance  of  truth"  and that  myth  approached universa,I

language.7    In  the  final  version  of  "Ktandn,"  Thoreau  deleted  the

discussion  of myth  as  truth  in  favor of  a more  artistic integration  of

man's  myths  about  mountains  with  his  owl  experience.     In  this  way,  he

transfonms  "Ktaa,dn"  into  an  archetype  of man' s  Confrontation with

mountains  and the  power  of  nature.    How  these .allusions    are  made

provides  a  clue  to  the meaning of  his  experience.
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'The  first  time 'Ihoreau leaves his  oonpanions  to explore  higher

ground,  he  says:

I  began  to work my way,  scarcely  less  arduous  than  Satan's
anciently  through Chaos,  up  the nearest,  though not  the
highest  peak.    At  first  scrambling on  all  fours over the
tops  of  ancient black spruce-trees,  (4E±£s Efg=±, )  old as
the  flood ,...  their .tops  flat  and spre.ading,  and their
foliage blue  and nipt with  cold,  as  if  for centuries  they
had ceased grcwing upward  against  the bleak sky,  the  solid
Cold  ....    This  was  the  sort  of  garden  I  made  lay way
over  .   .   .  certainly  the rrost  .treacherous  and porous
country  I  ever travelled

nigh  founder'd,  on  he  fares,'Ikeading  the  crude  consistence,  half  on  foot,
Half  flying  "  (p.  60-61).

The  quotation  is  frCin Bock  11,  Paradise  I.ost,  and Thoreau  is  alluding

to Satan's  ascent  through  Chaos  in  search of  the  Garden  of Eden.    Ij=ss

obviously ,  Thoreau  also  seems  to be  alluding  to ThorrELs Bumet's

Sacred Theory  of  the Earth,  in which Burnet. argues  that  mountains were

folned as  a result  of  the  deluge.8   'Ihe  allusions  to both Milton  and

Bumet,  however,  are  ironic,  for on Katahdin  Thoreau  does not  find

a  garden  as  did Satan,  but  a "vast  aggregation  of  loose  rocks";  and

he  does not  find the lrountain  as  "old  as  the  flood,"  but  an  "undone

extremity  of  the  globe  .   .   .  in  the  process-of  formation"  (p.  63).    In

a sense 'Ihoreau walks  into .the  process  of  creation,  for he  discovers

an  earth which  is  ever  forming.    I-Tris  discovery .is  a  corroboration  of

the  uniformitarianism of Lyell's Principles  of  Geology  and not  of  the

catastrophism of Bumet  or JudeoThristian  theology.    lyell's  geologi-

cal  studies  suggested that  the  earth had not been made  in  seven  days,

but  had developed over eons  of  time.    Such evolutionary  theories

destroyed the belief  that  man was especially  created by God in His

image,  and thus broke  dowi  the `,\Jall between  the  animal  kingdrn  and human
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realm.    The  ixplications  of Thoreau's  discovery,  which  do not begin  to

emerge until he  is passing through burnt  land,  are of primary  irportanoe

in his next Maine essay.9

Later 'Thoreau  returns  alone  again,  and after  clirhoing over huge

rocks  he  finally  reaches  the mountain top.    He  says:  "It  reminded me

of the  creations of old epics  and dramat.ic poets,  of Atlas,  Vulcan,

the  tyclops,  and Prometheus.    Such was  the Cancasus  and the  rocks

where Prernetheus was bound  ....    It was  vast,  Titanic,  and such  as

man  never  inhabits  ....    Ponola  is  always  angry with  those who  clifro

to  the  surnnit  of Ktaadn"  (p.  64-5).    I.ike  Satan,  these  classicaLl  gods,

full of pride and insolent  to a hither being,  were kicked out  of heaven.

Atlas,  Vulcan,  the  Cyclops,  and Prometheus were  condemed to  inhabit

the nDuntains  for  their behavior.10   According to Penobscot  nyth,  man's

attexpt  to explode nature's hichest  rea]ms  is  an  effrontery to the  gods.

On  Katahdin,  'Ihoreau senses  that  he  is  a trespasser  and is  not welcone.

Nature  "does  not  smile on him as  in the plains.    She seems  to say  sternly,

why  calne  ye  here before  your  time?"  (p.  64).    Again 'Ihoreau quotes

Satan  in Par.adise  Ij)st:

Chaos  and ancient  Nicht,  I  come no  spy
With purpose  to explore  or to disturb'Ihe  secrets  of  your realm,  but  *  *  *
*    *    *    *    *    *    *    *    asnyway
Lies through your spacious  expire up  to  light  "  (p.  64).

These  allusions  serve  to  show that  our nryths  have  conlronly  associated

mountains with man's pl.ide,  with  his  desire  to  reach beyond his  realm

and to pry  into the. nysteries of  life,  and with his transgressions

against  his maker.    only  demi-gods  and presurptuous men  seek  licht
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beyond  the  mountains.    Simple  races  and men  do  not--"their [ mountain ]

tops  are  sacred  and mysterious  tracts  never  visited by  them"  (p.  65).

Is  Thoreau  suggesting that  man  should be  satisfied with  superstitious

explanations  of phenomena?    In  spite  of  the  fact  that  he  shows  how

myths  express  universal  sentiments,  his meaning  is  certainly  not  so

simple.    Thoreau's  journey  to  Katahdin  is  a quest.    Like  Satan,  he  is

seeking  a way  to  light.    Cia  Ifatahdin  'Ihorein  is  reninded of  the  fate  of
\

others who  sought  to  go  beyond  the  vistas  of  ordinary  man.    Thoreau's

experience,  which parallels  that  of man's nyths,  suggests  that  although

man's  quest  for higher knowledge  and experience  is  a heroic pursuit,

he  should ezq?ect  that  at  times  he will be  disillusioned,  diminished,  and

even isolated by  that  search.
'Ihoreau  comes  to  the mountain  in  anticipation  of  sore  sort  of

communion  with,  if not  Cbd,  at  least  the  rlDuntain  as  part  of  nature.

Yet  he  experiences  something vastly  different.    Man's myths  or

Romantic notions  about  mountains  do not prepare  him  for the  reality he

finds.    Cia  Katahdin  he  is  shocked by  the  drear,  avesorne  and hostile

in nature.    Ironically then,  while his experience  is nystical  in  a

psychological  sense,  he  is  alienated  from what  he  finds  on  Katahdin.

Furthermore  he  discovers  an  absolute  indifference of natur`e  to man.
'Ihe  identification  of  na.ture's  indifference  to man  is  the most

irrportant  lesson of his  experience,  for  it  eventually  changes  his

way  of  looking at  the world.    Initially  this  idea  is  advanced  through

ironic allusions  to Bumet  and hilton.    But  during the  descent Thoreau

states  the  irony of man's  presumptions:    "We  habitually  presume [man's ]

presence  and  influence  everywhere"  (p.  70).    Man  he  says,  conceives  of

the earth  as  "made  for  ever  and ever,~to be  the  dwelling of man,  we
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say,--so nature  made  it,  and man may use  it  if  he  can"  (p.  70).

Thoreau seems  to be  irrplying that  the  order or meaning he  finds  in

nature  is  the order he  is able to perceive.    "Here,"  he sa,ys,  "was

no man's  garden,  but  the unhandselled globe.    It was not  lawn,  nor

pasture,  nor mead,  nor woodland,  nor arable,  nor wasteland"  (p.  70)--

all of   which acquire  their meaning though man's  ability  to conceive

of order out  of wildemess.    'Ihis  idea is only  suggested here,  but

it becomes  very  ixportant  in  "Chesuncook,"  the  neat  section  of The

]rfeiine Woods,  Where  Thoreau  illustrates  that man  does  not  ]mow because

he  sees,  but  sees because he kncws.

The  second  lesson of  "Ktaadn"  involves  'Ihoreau's  confrontation

with pure lmtter and inorganic nature.    On  Katahdin,  'Ihoreau sees  the

mountain  as  a  "vast  aggregation  of  loose  rocks"  (p.  63.).    'Ihe iroi`d
"rocks"  is  repeated again and again.    In  this  "unfinished -part  of

the  glche"  rocks  represent  essential phenomena.    VIien Thoreau  is

better able to understand his experience,  in the  "Burnt I-and"  section,

he elaborates :

TThat  is  it  to be admitted to  a miseun,  to see  a myriad of
partioular things,  corlpared with being shown  sore star's
surface,  some  ha,rd matter  in  its  hQme!    I  stand  in  awe  of
lny  body,  this matter  to which  I  am bound has  beoone  so
strange  to me.    I  fear not  spirits,  ghosts,  of which  I  an
one,-±Egf ray body might,-but  I  fear bodies,  I  tremble  to
meet  them.    Ithat  is  this Titan  that  has possession  of me?
Talk of nysteries:-Think of our  life  in nature,--
daily to be shown matter,  to  come  in  contact with  it,-
rocks,  trees,  wind on our cheeks;    the solid earth!    the
actual  vrorld!    the  corrmon  sense!    ContaEFTcbntact!
who  are  we?  where  are  `].ie?  (p.   71).

'Ihis passage  has been given `Irore  critical  attention  than  any other

part-of The Maine Woods.    It  is  filled with broken epithets,  exclama-

tory  statements,  and philosophical  questions.    Although  frenzied and
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errotionally  charged,  I  believe  that  it  contains  a  summation of  the

underlying  concerns  explored  in  "Ktaadn" and The  Maine  Woods--That  is

truth?  and how do lee  come  to know truth?    Inherent  in  this passage  are

fundamental  epister]ological problems  Concerning the  reality of matter

and spirit  and the sources  and grounds of knowledge  that  are not  easily

explained by  a Romantic  aesthetic or nystical  experience.

Ironically  Thoreau uses  the  language  of nystics,  i.e.  ''1  stand  in

awe  of ny  body,  this matter  to which  I  an bound has  beonne  so  strange

to ire.    I  fear`not  spirits,  ghosts,  Of which  I  an one,-that ny body

might,-but  I  fear bodies,  I  trehole  to meet  then"  (p.  71).    In  terms

of  "Ktaadn's" meaning it  is most  significant  that  this  separation of

body and soul  does not provide  a mystical  revelation of spirit.    Instead,

it provides  a revelation of matter.    In effect,  as his spirit  leaves

his  body his  body becomes  the object.    'Thoreau senses  a  dua,lity  of

rind and matter, and experiences  the extremes  of  both--prilneria matteria

and mystical  consciousness.    But  his  awe  and reverence  are directed

towards rna.tter  and the body.    He  finds  that  apprehension  of  truth begins

not with the intellect  or apirit but  in physical  fact,  the  "actual

world, "  and experience.

By virtue of the  italicized words  alone,  in the  conclusion of this

key passage,  'Thorea.u  is  stressing  the rna,terial  and sensuous  aspects of

existencer-i.e.   "the  solid  earth!  the  actual world!  the  cornnon  sense!.

Cbntact!  Cbntact."   Of  course 'Ihoreau's  desire  for  contact with  the

earth  is  not  peculiar  to this work.    More unusual  and more  sigriificant,

however,  is  Thoreau's  use  of  "oonlnon  sense."    The  Cb[ford English

Dictionary  lists  three meanings of  the phrase  that  could apply  in

Thoreau's  passage.    'These  are:     1.     "An  'intemal  sense'  which was
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regarded  as  the  common body or  centre  of  the  five  senses."    2.    "The

endowment  of natural  intelligence possessed by rational beings ,...

the plain wisdon which  is every man's  inheritance."    3. 'Thilos.    The

faculty of prilury truths;   'the  ccxplenent of those  cognitions or

convictions which we  receive  frcm nature: .which  all men  therefore  possess

in  oormon;  and by which  they  test  the  truth  of  kncIvledge,  and  the

lrorality of  actions. "    aormon  sense  philosomy  is  founded on the  idea

that our  "common sense"  assures us  of  certain  first  tnlths,  such  as

that  there  is  an extemal world and that  our minds  are  incorporal--

tniths which  cannot be made evident by  deductive proofs.    In  "Thoreau's

PhilosophicaLI Apprenticeship , "  Kwiat  discusses Thoreau' s  reading  of

both  I|)cHse  and  the  Scottish common sense  philosophers while  at  Harvard,

and the  ixpact  that  reading had on  his  thinking.    Kwiat  sees  "Thorean

as breaking  away  from the  tyranny  of  the  earth-creeping quality of

the  Scottish  conlnon-sense  school  arLd arriving  at  a more  ccxplete

acceptance of  the  intuitive  principles  o±. 'ITanscendentalism  .... "11

` Kwiat,  however,  studies Thoreau only up until  the  time  the 'Thanscendental

lnanifesto  appeared  in  the  Dial  in  1840.    Yet  Thoreau was  never

ccxpletely  cc)mfortable with Enersonian  idealism.    In  fact  'Thoreau's

delicht  in  the physical experience  of nature  is  a primaLry difference

between  Thc)reau  and his mentor.    Apparently 'Thoreau  is  looking to  conlnon

sense philosophy  in  "Ktaach"  because  it  recognizes  that  man rust  begin

from solid material  reality  and experience,  and because  it  tolerates

his  desire  for the  dual  experience of  the physical world  and spiritual

illumination.

Nevertheless,  corrmon  sense  philosophy  does  not  gloss  the  prchlem

of Thoreau's  fragmented vision which  sees  a separation  of body  and
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soul  and man  and nature.    Such  a  vision  is  contrary  to  the  general

notion  of  nysticism as  an  experience  of  union  of  the  soul  with  God

and  nature.    1That  then  does  Thoreau's  experience mean  for  him?    Dces

it  get  him any  closer  to his  idea  of  Truth,  or  is  it  a mJment  of

failure  in  his  search?   Thorea.u's  climb  of  Ka,tahdin  is part  of  his

attexpt  to understand  creation  and his  relation  to  it.    IIxplicit  in

an  understanding  of  Katahdin  is  a  sense  of  corrmunion with  the

mountain  not  alienation  from  it;  and  traditional mystical  experience

provides  that.    Nevertheless,  the  alienation Thorea,u  experiences provides

him with  a personal  vision which  is  ultimately more meaningful,  albeit

discomforting.     Intially,  he  is  awed by  the pcwer  and mystery  of

creation  that  he  apprehends  on  Katahdin.    He  sees  Ka,tahdin  as  separate

from man  and  the  rest  of  Maine's wilderness.    Thoreau  finds  that  there

is  a side  of  nature  that  is  indifferent  to humankind,  and perhaps  even

hostile.    By  ccxparison  to  the magnificence  of  the mountain,  man  is

limited and  almost  insignificant.    Most  ixportantly,  Katahdin  destroys

any  anthropocentric perapective 'Thoreau might  have held of  the world.

Cia  Katahdin  he  confronts  nature without  a  trace  of man.    If  nature

exists without man  and  is  therefore  independent  of  man,  what  then  is

man's place  in  the  scheme  of  things?    Finally  he  asks:   "ltho  are we?
I

where  are  we?"   (p.   71).    Throughout  the  renia,inder  of  The  Maine  Woods

Thoreau  is  concerned with  the  answers  to  those    questions  and  the ways

in which man  can  hope  to  find  those  answers.

Thoreau's  surlnary  of  the  return  from Katahdin  is very brief .

On one hand,  this points  out  the  transciency  of  his  state  of  conscious-

ness  on  Katahdin.    But  on  the other  hand,   a  few key  passages  indicate

that  his wa,y  of  looking  at  the world  has  indeed  changed.    'These

passages will  be  examined  in  the  ne2ct  chapter,  as  they  are rlDre
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c.losely  involved with  his  concerns  in  "Chesuncook."    In  "Ktaadn"

Thoreau  focuses on man's  apprehension  of  that which  is  other  than man--

the  tnre wildemess  and the un]mowable  side of nature.    This  is scme-

thing that he can  intuit but  cannot  see or una-erstand.    Thoreau's

experience  involves  the  innate  reverence man  holds  for  the mystery  and

power of  creation  and his  cmm being.    Although.his  Contact with

Katahdin has  the  force  of  a nystical  experience,  it  does not  leave him

with a sense of oneness with the world.    The  incompleteness  of  his

vision  cnea,tes  a necessity  for a r`etum to the Maine `roods.

The process of  education  in  "Ktaadn" beccmes  the  pattern  for
"Chesunoook"  and "Allegash."    In  "Ktaadn"  the  narrator  sets out  on  a

journey wi.th Romantic  assumptions  about  the sublimity  of mountains

and civilized man' s presumptions  albout  the  j]xportance  of man  in  nature.
'Thoreau,  through this persona,  sets  the nan.rator up  for his ultimate

disillusionment.    Throughout The  Maine  Woods  there  is  a pattern Of

Continuous  observation  and occasional nystical mcments ,  and within

each section there  is a progression from the traveler' s initial expecta-

tions,  a climactic experience,  and a resulting change  in  point of  view.

F\irthermore,  throuchout  'The Maine Woods  light  and mist  are  syndbolic of

states of knowledge  and consciousness.    If  it  is  coincidence  that

Thoreau begins each journey in  rain  and fog,  it  is  also systolic--for

the ]mcwledge  and insight  gained on  each  trip enable 'Thoreau to see

better his surroundings and his  relation  to them by  the end of the

trip. In  the  next  trro  sections  of The hfaine Woods 'Ihoreau  focuses  on

other means  of  apprehending  truth  and man's  relationship  to nature  and

to man.    In  "Ktaadn" Thoreau occasionally  suggests  the  inportance of

man's  ability  to  create meaning,  significance,  and his  ar/n  place  in  a
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tender and hostile `rorld.    This particular  capability  is explored lrore

fully  in  "Chesuncook,"  the  nerct  section  of 'Ihe  Maine  Woods.



Oupter  IV

"Chesunccok"

Cff  the  three  sections  of  The  Maine  W-Cods "Cmesuncook"  has  been

given the  least  critical  attention.    In one of the few disoussions of
Thor.eau's  second Maine  essay,  John F.  Jacques  describes  it  as  the

least al+istic part of The Maine Woods.1    Nevertheless,  the  external

evidence suggests that  for the purposes of  his Maine book,  'Thoreau was

most satisfied with  "Chesunccok. "    1then he was preparing the Maine material

for publication as  a unit,  this section  received only minimal  changes.

Actually  revision  and perfection of  "Chesuncook"  had taken place  long

before The Maine Woods was  finalized.

Thoreau made  his  trip  to Chesuncook Lake  in  Septefroer  1853.     In

Decefroer of  that  year  he wrote  to  Francis  Underwcod,  who was  a.ttexpting

to gather  literary material  for  a. projected magazine,  that  he was  sending

him "a ccxplete  article of  fifty-seven pages."2   CaLrl  Bode,  editor of

Thoreau' s correapondence,  speculates  that  the article was  an early  version

of  "Chesuncook;" but  if  it was,  it was  a "ch shorter version.    The

version that was  f inally published was  not  completed until  after

Thoreau's  last  trip to Ma,ine  and after the  first  draft  of  "Allegash. "

Thus  in  `RTiting  "Chesuncook"  and  "Allegash"  Thorean broke  away  fr6m  the

actual  chronology of his trips.    For the question of  artistic or bio-

graphical  conception of The Maine  Woods,  it  is most  significant  that  in
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a  letter to his  putlisher  accorrpanying the  first  package of  "Chesuncook,"
"Thoreau made  his  earliest  suggestion  that  the Maine narratives would

be  gathered as  a bock  ....    Ife  also  requested that  the proofs be

sent  to him  'on account of  Indian naps,  &c. "3   Thus,  the  textual history

indicates  that Thoreau began to see  a direction  for a bock of his

Maine excursions while he was working on  "Chesuncook,"  and that  he

coxposed  "Chesuncock" with this  longer work  in mind.    In  this  chapter

I  attexpt  to show that  "Chesuncock"  is  central  to an organic unity

in The Maine \foods-+lot  only because 'The Maine Woods began  to  take

shape  as Thoreau was writing  "Chesuncook, "  but  because  "Chesuncook"  is

pivotal  to  the  themes of  the bock.    "Chesuncook"  develops out  of  the
'Ktaach" experience and affects his experience  in "Allegash. "

"Onesuncook"  is  in no way less artistic than  'Ktaadn;"  it  is sixply

different  in  tone.    Iiilse  "Ktaadn,"  "Chesunoook"  has  a turming point

that results fran a transcendental experience that  is  intrinsic to the

ariist's perception of  the world and that  affects  the wa,y he views  nature

and lnan.

It  could be said that  "Chesuncock" begins  in the  conclusion of
'Ktaach."    It  is  there  that 'IThoreau  first  formilates  ideas  that become

nng.or  ooncems  in  "Chesunoook,"    'Ihrou9hout  'Ktaach"  'Ihoreau develops

a sense of  the  absolute wi.1dness  of  the Maine  forest.    In  'Ktaadn's"

Conclusion  he  says:

It  is even more  grim and wild than  you had anticipated,  a
dexp  and  intricate wildemess,  in  the  spring everywhere
wet  and miry.    The  aspect  of  the  country  indeed  is  univer-
sally stem  and savage,  excepting the  distant  views of
forest  .fran hills,  and  lake  prospects,  which  are mild and
civilizing in  a  degree  (p.  80).
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The psychological  relief  from the dense  and intricate  forest provided

by "cpen intervals  and glades"  and lakes  is explored aesthetically  and

syrfrolically  in  "Chesunoook."   That  do these  vistas mean  to  civilized

Bran?    If  the wildemess  and its effects on nran  can .be  considered a

theme of  "Ktaadn,"  the  influence of man on  the wildemess  can be

considered equally. a  there  of  "ChesuncoQk. "

Another major  concern  in  "Chesuncook"  is  also  posed  in  "Ktaadn 's"

conclusion.    'Tho shall  describe  the  inexpressible tenderness  and

immortal  life of  the  grim forest  .   .   .?"    'Thoreau  asks  (p.  81).

Throughout  "Chesuncook"  Thoreau  argues  that  the  only .one who  under-

stands  and th.us  can  describe  the  untamed forest  is  the poet,  who  "loves

the pine"  and seeks  the  truth.    And in turn,  the  forest  is necessary

for  the  sLrstenance of  the  poet.

'There  are not  only  staLtely pines,  but  fragile  flowers,  like  the
ochrises  conmonly  described as  too  delicate  for cultivation,
which  derive  their nutriment. from the  crudest moss  of  pea.t.
They  remind us  that,  not  on].y  for strength,  but  for beauty,
the poet must  from time  to  time  travel  the.1ogger's  path
and the  Indian's  trail,  to  drink  at  sorre new  and more bracing
fountain of  the Muses,  far in  the  recesses of  the wilderness
(p.   156).

Thoreau  cones  to Chesunoook as a ,poet-"as  reporter. or chaplain  to  the

hunters"  (p.  99)--to  interpret  the  spiritual meaning of the  forest.

1that  underlies  the  poet's sensitivity,  and what brings  about his

understanding of nature  is  a primary  issue  in  "Chesuncook. "
'Ihe  lessons of  "Ktaadn"  clearly  af feet his perspective  in

"Chesuncook."    As  soon  as  Thol`eau  reaches  the  Maine woods  on  his  second

trip,  a cLTi2ange  in  his  attitude  tovards  nature  is  discernible.    He
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notes  that  he  had  "hardly  got  out  of  the  streets  of  Bangor  before [he]

began  to be  exhilarated by  the  sight  of wild  fir  and  spruce  tops,  and

those  other primitive  evergreens,  peering  through  the mist  in  the

horizon"  (p.   86).    Since  "Ktaadn,"  he  seems  to  have  acquired  an  interest

in  the  details  of  forest  life  and so relates with  care  the variety  of

flora  and  fauna he  finds:

We  saw  large  flocks  of pigeons,  and  severa,l  times  came within
a  rod  or  two  of  partridges  in  the  road  ....    The mountain
ash was  very  handsome,   as  also  the  wayfarers  tree,  or  hobble
bush  ....    The  Cana,da  thistle  .   .   .  was  the  prevailing
weed all  the way  to  the  lake,  the  roadside  in many  places
and  I ields  not  long  cleared being  densely  I illed with  it
as with  a  crop  to  the  exclusion  of  everything  else.    'There
were very  few  flowers,  even  allowing  for  the  lateness  of  the
season  ....    Thel.e were many  late  buttercups,  however,
and  two  firerweeds,   erechites  and  epilobiuri  .   .   .   (p.  87).

I-ater Thoreau  is  even more  specific,  using both  conmon  and  scientific

names  and noting prevalence  of  plants  here  in  ccxparison with  that  in

Concord.    On  several  occasions  Thoreau mentions  that  his  botanical

interests  take preference  over  hunting.    In  "Ktaadn,"  on  the other hand,

there  is very little discussion of  f lora or fauna,  except  in  the  con-

clusion.    It  is  as  if  his  experience  on  Ka,tahdin,  when  he  senses  a

lesser  jxportance  in  himself  and mankind,  brings  new  ixportance  to
1

other  forms  of  life.

Ostensibly  Thoreau's  second  trip  to Maine  is  to be  a moose  hunt.

Yet  it  soon  becomes  clear  that  Thoreau  now  has  new  interest  in  animal

life  as  in  plant  life.    At  the beginning of  "Chesuncook"  'Thoreau  sees

a pair  of  moose  horns  serving  as  a  guide  post,   and  he  remarks:     "After

the  experience which  I  shall  relate,  I  trust  that  I  shall  have  a better

excuse  for killing  a moose,  than  tha,t  I  may  hang rry  hat  on  his  horns"

(p.   88).    This  comment  obviously  serves  as  foreshadowing.     Yet  more
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often Thoreau discusses moose-their whereabouts,  appearance,  and habits--

with curiosity,  to build suspense around his anticipation of  actually

a_eel_ng one.    At  the  climax,  when  he  finally  does,  Thoreau describes  the

physical  attributes of  a dead and bleeding moose with great  accuracy.

Thl.ough this point  Thoreau observes  nature with  intellectual  interest

and curiosity.    Eint  later,  at  the tuning point  in the narrative,  Thoreau's

interest  in nature  intensifies  and deepens  to affection  and sympathy.

In a similar fashion,  Thoreau exhibits  a developing  interest  in the

Indian and his ways.    At  the beginning of  "Ktaadn,"  he  describes  the

Indian guides  as  "dull"  and  "greasy-looking"  and  is  glad when  they

do  not  show lap  for the  trip.    By  "Chesuncock,"  however,  Thoreau  seeks

an opportunity  to  study  an  Indian  and becomes  a  careful  observer of his

Indian  guide,  Joe Aitteon.    Although Thoreau  is  disappointed  in

Aitteon because he  lacks  the  stills  of  a hunter  and a woodsman  and

because he  has  acquired the ways  of  the white man,  at  the  end of  the

trip he chooses to apend the night  in a smelly  Indian  carp  in preference

to  the more  civilized  luhoerers'  caxp.      'Thus  it  can be  said tha.t
'Thoreari's  interest  in  all undomesticated  life-plants,  animals,  and

men--is  greater  from the  begirming  of  "Chesuncook"  than  in  "Ktaadn. "

Furthermc>re,   in  "Chesuncook, "  as  in  "Ktaadn, "  Thoreau has  a  unique

experience which affects  all  tha.t  ha,ppens  to  him thereafter.    This

experience ultimately gives him the  deepest  syxpathy  for  all  life,

synfoolized by  the moose,  the  pine,  and  the  Indian.    As  in  "Ktaadn,"

an understanding of  the  nature of  his  experience  is  a key  to  the meaning

of  tne  essay.

The steamer  trip  at  the beginning of  "Chesuncook"  serves  as  a prer

lude to Thorea,u's  experiences  on  his  second Maine  excursion.    Since  this
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episode was  actually part of 'IhoI.eau's Katahdin trip,  it  is  important

to  consider why  'Thoreau  included  it  in  "Chesuncook"  and what  relation

it has to the rest of  the  essay.4   Most obviously,  there are  literal

parallels between  the steaner  and  the  "Chesuncook"  trip.    Water  and

mconlight  serve  as  a background throughout  the essay.    Ijess  obviously,

though more  importantly,  water  and moonlight  are part  of  a  synfoolic

cluster basic  to  the primary  thermes  in  "Chesuncook."    Water  from strearms,

lakes,  rivers  and the  sea  form a veritable  network  in  "Chesuncook."

In  fact  "enesuncook,"  as  'Thorean notes,  is  an  Indian wol.d meaning  "a

place where many  streams  erpty  in"  (p.   321).    The  sylrholic  link of

water with moonlight  throughout  the  essay  is  closely related to  the
"chesuncook"  concept.    As  'Thoreau  and his  companions paddle  quietly

along the  lake's shores,  they  hear only  the  ripple of water or

occasional sounds  in  the  forest,  and see only  the water glistening  in

the moonlight  and trees  silloutted  against.  the  cry.    In modern  tenns,

this reduction of  stimli  cl.eates  an environment  that  is  conducive  to

thought  and meditation.    Thoreau's  mind  is  free  to wander much  in  the

way  the water flows.    'Thoreau discusses  the peculiar  effects  of  moon-

light  in a nurfoer of writings.    In his  Journal  he says  that  in  the

nDonlight  ''1  am  less  conscious  than  in  the  sun,  ray  instincts  have more

influence, "  and that  "moonlight  is more  favorable  to meditation  than

sunlight."5   The essay  "Night  and Moonlight"  is  entirely  devoted to

this matter.    As becomes  clear  in  the  climax of  "Cmesuncook," water

and moonlight,  introduced  in  the beginning  episode,  function  in  the

Romantic tradition as  stirmli  for and syfrools of  the  ingina,tion.    In

terms of  artistic integrity,  it  is  significant  tha,t motifs  suggesting

the  imaginative process  are  introduced  in  the beginning episode,  and
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significant  that  the resulting vision of the unity of  all  life is  in-

herently a product  of his  imaginative powers.

The  succeeding  riarrative  relates  the process `of. tracking down mose.

Ey da;y  they  look for signs  of moose.    In  the  late  afternoon  they  look

for a apot  to carp  and collect wood for the evening fire.    After night-

fall  they  hunt  for moose  along  the  lakes.    Thile Thoreau says  that  he
"had not  come  a-hunting,  and felt  some  ccxpunctions  about  accompanying

the  hunters,  [he ]wished to  see  a moose  iear  at  hand,  and was not  solTy

to  learn how the  Indian managed to  kill  one"  (p.  99).    Again Thoreau

is seeking actual experience and contact with physical reality--in

this  case with moose.    He  gets pleasure  in  discerning signs  of mooser-

finding numerous  tracks near the  "pokelogins, "  listening for  a response

to the moose  call,  and seeing  a pair of moose  boms  along the  shore.

The  first  time he  sees moose  he  says,   "They made ne.think of  great

frightened rabbits,  with their  long ears  and half  inquisitive half

frightened  looks;  true  denizens  of  the  forest"  (p.  Ilo).    At  that moment

the  Indian  guide,  Joe Aitteon,  shoots.    But  the moose  get  away  aLnd  the

party must  track  them down.    Still  early in the  afternoon,  they  find

one,  dead and swollen with water.    Here Thoreau gives  the physical

dimensions  of  the moose  in great  detail,  because  he  "did not wish  to

be obliged to  say merely  that  the moose was  very  large"  (p.  113).    He

watches  the  skinning of  the moose  and sees  "that  still warm and pal-

pitating body  pierced with  a ]mife ,...  the warmi milk  stream  from

the rent  udder,  and the ghastly naked red carcass  appearing  from its

seemly  robe  .   ;   .   "  (p.   115).    Yet  later  that  afternoon,  when  they

roast  the rroose,  he  is  able  to enjoy  its  taste and describes  it  as

being  "like  tender beef ,  with perhaps mc)re  flavor;  sometimes  like

veal"  (p.117).    The  decided  change  in Thoreau's perspective  on  the
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mcose killing  comes  later,  after  dark,  when he  is being rowed along

by Aitteon  in  the mconlight.

The passage  describing  that  experience. is  critical  to  the meanirig

of  the entire  "Chesuncook"  section.    'Ihus  it  is presented here  in  full:

After sipper,  the moon  having risen,  we proceeded to hunt  a
mile ip this  stream,  first  carrying  about  the  falls.    We made
a picturesque  sight wending single-file  along  t,he shore,
climbing over  rocks  and  logs.    Joe,  who brought  up  the  rear,
twirling his  canoe  in his hands  as  if  it were  a feather,  in
places where  it was  difficult  to  get  along without  a burden.
We  launched the  canoe  again  from the  ledge over which  the
stream fell,  but  after half  a mile of  still waLter  suitable
for hunting,  it became  rapid again,  and we were  corrpelled
to make  our way  a,long  the  shore,  while Joe  endeavored  to  get
tp  in the birch alone,  though it was still very difficult  for
him to pick his way  amid  the  rocks  in  the  night.    We  on  the
shore found the worst  of walking,  a perfect  chaos of  fallen
and drifted trees,  arid of bushes projecting  far over the
water,  and  now and then we made  our way  across  the  lrouth
of  a snail  tributary on  aL kind of  net-work of  alders.    So
ire went  tufroling on  in  the dark,  being on  the  shady  side,
effectually scaring  all  the moose  and bears  that might be
thereabouts.    At  length we  came  to  a  sta.ndstill,  and Joe
went  forward to  reconnoitre,  but he  reported that  it was
still  a. Continuous  rapid as  far as  he went,  or half  a mile,
with no prospect  of  ixprovenents,  as  if  it were  ccming  down
froni  a mountain.    So we  turned  about,  hunting ba.ck  to  the
calxp  through  the  still water.    It was  a aplendid moonlight
night,  and  I,  getting sleepy  as  it  grew late,  for  I  had
nothing to do,  found it  difficult  to realize where  I was.'This was  rmich mc)re  unfrequented  than  the  main  stream,
1irfeering operations being no  longer  carried on  in this
quarter.    It was  only three or four rods wide,  but  the  firs
and spruce  through which  it  trickled seemed yet  taller by
contrast.    Being  in  this  dreamy  state,  which  the moonlight
enhanced,   I  did not  clearly  discern  the  shore,  but  seemed,
most  of  the  time,  to be  f loating  through  ornamental  grounds,
for  I  associated the  I ir tops with  such  scenes--very  high up
some  Broadway,  and beneath or between  their  tops  I  thought
I  saw  an endless  succession  of  porticoes  and  colums,  cornices
and facades,  verandas  and  churches.    I  did not  merely  fancy
this,  but  in rny'  drowsy state such was  the  illusion.    I  fairly
lost nyself  in sleep several  times,  still  dreaming of  that
architecture  and the nobility  that  dwelt  behind and might
issue  fran it;  but  all  at once  I would be  aroused and brought
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back to  a sense of ny  actual position,  by the  sound of  Joe's
birch horn  in the midst of  all  this silence calling the
moose  -  ±±Bb   ±±fi QS|,   S2Q,   gg. gg. Qg. gg.,   and  I  Prepared  to  hear
a furious moose  come  rushing  and crashing  through  the  forest,
and see  hin burst  out  on  to the  little strip of rlreadow by
our  side  (p.117-118).

For one thing,  Thoreau is  telling us  something about  his  state of

consciousness  at  this point.    He  says:    "I,  getting sleepy  as  it  grew

late,  for I had nothing to do,  found it  difficult  to realize where  I

was  ....    I  fairly lost myself  in sleep several  tines,  still

dreaming."   Thoreau  is  in  a half-way  region of  consciousness,  fluctuating

between  sleep  and wakefuiness.    The exterior  scenery begins  to blend

viith the  illusions produced by  the wol.kings  of  his mind.    In  this

passage Thoreau illustrates the effects of the  inteirlay of  consciousness

and unconsciousness.    By  the  tine  'Thoreau was writing  "Chesuncook, "

dreams  and the drcrfey  state were  clearly  associated with poetic  creations.

The  two most  c;lebrated poerus  on the  imagination  in the English  language

are products of this  association.    In the  note  acccxpanying  "Kfroia

REan,"  Coleridge  claims  that  t.he  entire poeri was  a product  of  a  dream.

In Kea.ts'  "Ode  to  a Nightingale"  the poet  in  a drowsy  state  is  carried

away by his  imagination,  "viewless wings of Poesy,"  to quite  another

world.    Yet,  should there be  any  doubts    abo.ut what  'Thoreau's  dream

state  is,  'Thoreau couples  it with all the  a,ppropriaLte sylfrols of  the

imagination.    Moonlight, , the most  frequent  s]7frool  of  the  imagination,

is mentioned three  tines  in  this passage.  . Thoreau  in  fact  says  that

his  consciousness  is  affected by  the mconlight,  i.e.  "this  drowsy  state

which  the moonlight  enhanced"  (p.   118).

In addition to an exphasis  on  the  dream state,  there  are other

concepts  associated with the  imaginative process  in this passage.
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Floating down  a  tributary  "more  unf requented than  the main  strean"

evokes  the  concept  of  the  imagination  as  the  streaming of  thought  into

unexplored areas  of  the mind.    As  he  drifts  along,  he  envisions  that

the pines  tovering above  are  "porticoes  and  colurms,  cornices  and

facades,  verandas  and churches"--all products of man' s  creative  ability.

The juxtaposition of  natural phenomena and man's  creations  illustrates

the  interrelation between  nature and  the  imaginative process.    In  the

nineteenth  century  all  these  images  and  ideas were  corm]c>nly  associated

with  the  inngin`a.tion.    So the  real  issue  is  not whether Thoreau is

illustrating the imaginative process,  but what  is  the significance of

the  imagination at  this point in The  hhaine  Woods,   and what  does  the

imagination mean  to the narrator and to man.

Som9  answers  are  given  in  the pages  irmediately  following this

dream fragment,  when 'Ihoreau's  discussion  turns  to  a  concern for man's

killing of  the moose  and man's  use of  the pine.    The  illusions  of his

imagination while on the moonlit  lake suggest  in  syhoolic  form the

worth of his experience.    Trees  in the  foreground of  his  visi6n become

man-made  structures  in his  imagination,.  suggesting man's use  of  the

pine.    He  dreams  of  ''the  nobility  that  ctwelt behind"  this  ar.chitecture

and prepares  "to hear  a furious moose  come  rushing and  crashing through

the  forest, "  suggesting man's  offense against the moose.    'Ihus  this

imaginative experience  is  a moral  tuning point  and the  climax of
"Chesuncook."   Imagination then  is but  a means  to  truth.    It provides

I,he  nari'ator with  an  insight  into man's proper  relation  to  nature.    'The

effect  of  this experience,  though not  as  dramatic,  is  certainly  as

significant  as his  experience  in  "Ktaadn."    It  changes  his perception

of  the moose  and the pine,  and ultimately his  attitude  towards man.
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Although Thoreau witnesses  hunting  and shcoting of  animals  by

inept  hunters  and the  appalling slaughter of  the moose,  it  is  not  until

after the  drear fragment  that  he becomes  fully  aware- of  the  implications

of  the  hunt.    Then Thoreau objects  to  "this  hunting of  the moose merely

for the satisfaction of killing him-not  even for the  sake of his hide,

without making any extraordinary exertion or rurming any risk yourself

.   .   ."(p.  119).    "It  is,"  he  says,  "too much  like  going out  by  night

to some wcodside pasture  and shooting your neighbor's  horses.    These

are God's  own holfses,  poor  timid  creatures  .   .   ."(p.   119). In  Walden's

"IIigher Ijaws, " written  solnetine  after his  second  trip  to Maine,  Thoreau

discusses hunting  as  ''one of the best  parts  of  [one's]  education"  and

as one's  "first  introduction to the  forest,  and the. mc]st  original part

of himself  .... "6   But  he  adds  that  "no  humane  being,  past  the

thoughtless  age  of boyhood,  will wantonly murder  any  creature."    Man,

he rays,  "goes thither at first as a hunter and fisher,  until at  last,

if he has  the seeds of  a better  life  in him ,...  leaves the  gun  and

fisinpole behind. "7    "Chesuncook"  records  the  critical  experience when

a man  leaves  the. gun behind.    For Thoreau this  act  is  a precursor of

poetic  thought--and not  a  oonrmc)n matter.    "For  one  that  comes with  a

pencil to sketch or sing,"  he says,  "a thousand come with  axe or rifle

....    [I]was  reminded  that  our  life  should be  lived  as  tenderly

and daintily  as  one would pluck  a  flcwer"  (p.  120).    At  this point  the

t\ro  themes  come  together.    Both  the  imagin.ation  and a  love  and  sympathy

I-or nature  are  showrn  to be  essentiil  to poetic experience  and expression.

Simply by  coming  along  on  the moose  hunt  Thoreau  feels  that  he has

been  an acccxplice  in  the killing,  and says,  "nature  looked stemly upon

me  on  account  of  the  murder  of  the moose"  (p.  12CLl).    The  rmrder  of  a
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a beast  as  a crime  against  nature  is  not  an uncommon  theme  in  folklore

or  literature,  especially  in Romantic  literature.    In works  such as

Mbby Dick or  "The  Riine of  the Ancient  Mariner"  the whale  or  the

albatross  take on mythic proportions.    In  "Chesuncook,"  however,  the

mcose  remain  "frightened rabbits."    But  'Thoreau extends  this  theme

beyond a concern for man's senseless  destruction of  anirml  life  to a

condemnation  of man's  destruction  of  the pine.    To 'Thoreau  "the  pine

is  no more  lurfoer  than man  is,  and  to be made  into boards  and houses

is no more  its  truest  use  than  the  truest  use of  a man  is  to be  cut

dcNm  and made  into manure"  (p.  121).     In  a  sense  this  is  a  twentieth

century  ideal.    Tc>  editor  James  Russell  113vell,  horrever,  this  challenge

to the chain of being was either inconcei;able or heretical-so much

so that he  removed a key sentence  about  the pine  ("It  is  jrmortal  as

I  am,  and perchance will  go  to  as high  a,heaven,  there  to  tcwer  above

me  still")  froin the  first publication of  "Chesuncook" in Altantic

Month_1y.    Thoreau's  reaponse  to  the  expurgation was  vehement.    He

called the omission  a "mean  and cowardly  act."    "The  editor, "  he wrote,
''has  .   .   .  no more  right  to omit  a sentiment  than  td  insert  one,  or

put words  into ny mc)uth.    .I  do  not  ask anybody  to  adopt  ny opinions,

but  I  do expect  that when  they  ask  for  theri to print,  they will print

them,  or obtain ny  consent  to  their  alteration or omission."8   By

renoving that  sentence,  Ij3vell had  in  fact  tallpered with  a primary  there

in  the  essay.    The white  pine  in  "Chesuncook"  becomes  a  synhol  of

man's  disregard  for  "1oirer"  forTms of  life.    Thoreau's  love  of  the pine,

much as the mariner's  love of  "sliny  creatures,"  affects his  attitude

tcwards mankind.    'The  ability  to  syxpaLthize with  all  forms  of  life

brings  the  narTa.tor  in both irorks  to  appreciate  his  fellow man.    The
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idea of  a ccmlron bond  in  all  nature  and a.  love  for  all  living things  is

crucial  to  the  developments in  the  rest  of. 'Ihe  Maine  Woods.

A major change  in the narrator's  attitude  is evidenced on the

return  trip when  be  chooses  to stay  at  an  Indian calrp.,  which  "was  close

and dirty  and had an  ill  smell,"  in preference to  the  nearby  luhoerers'

callp  (p.  133).    After his experiences with lnoose  this  choice  is  remarkable,

for

refuse pieces of mcose  lay  atout  the  ground in dif ferent
stages of  decay,  and some pieces  also  in  the  fire,  half buried
and sizzling  in the  ashes,  as black and dirty  as  an old shoe
....    Also  a trelnendous  rib-piece was  roasting before  the
fire,  being  ilxpaled on  an upright  stake  forced  in and out
between  the  ribs.    `Ihere was  a moose-hide  stretched  and
curing on poles  like ours,  and quite  a pile of  cured chins
close by.    'Ihey had killed twenty-two moc)se within  two months,
but,  as  they  could use  but very  little of  the lneat,  they
left  the. carcasses on  the ground.    Altogether it was  about
as  savage  a sight  as was  ever witnessed  .   .   .   (p.   135).

There  is  a growing interest  in  Indians  in  'Ihe Maine Wcods,  but  this

incident marks  a real turning point.

At  the  Indian  calrp,  for  the  first  time  in 'The  Maine Woods,  Thoreau

is able to expel.ience  Indian  life  in the wilderness.    He  takes pleasure

in chserving their ways  and  in taking part  in the  community  of  their

primitive  carrp.    After  dark,  Thoreau  and  the  Indians  lie  around the  fire

talking until midnight.    They  swap  tales--Thoreau giving an  account  of

Indian history and the  Indians telling stories of  their  ancestors.    They

sing songs,  and eventually  fall  asleep by.the  fire.    The  campfire--

chadows  I lickering  on  the  faces  of  the  red men  and moose  sm]ctking over

the  firer-creates  a background for  this savage scene.    Moreover,  the  fire

provides  a psychological warmth  for  two white men  and four  Indians.    In

the  "Ifousewarming"  chapter  of Walden, Thoreau clearly  associaLtes  the
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fireplace with  friendship  and hospitality. In  the  Journal  he  observes

that  "men  go  to  a  fire  for  enterta.inment   .   .   ."  and  that  "eagerly  lnen

will  run  to  a  fire,   in warm or  in  cold weather."9    In  "Chesuncook"

the  calxpfire  creates  a feeling  of personal  i.nvolvenent  hitherto

unexperienced  in  The  Maine  Woods.     Cbxpanionship becomes  a  centra,I  theme

in  the  fina.I  section  of  The  Maine  ThToods.

Of  even  greater  consequence,   at  this  point,  is  'Ihoreau's  recog-

nition  that  the  Indian  has  something  unique  to  offer  civilized man.
'Thoreau  is  interested  in  the  way  an  Indian builds  a  caxp,  the way  he

smokes  meat,   and the way  he  dries  moose.    But  primarily he is  interested

in  the  Indian's  language,  and  they  spend  a good part  of  the  evening

discussing  the meanings  and origins  of  Indian words.    Just  before  the

Indian  camp  episode  Thorea.u praises  the  log structul.e  at  the  luhoerers '

carp  as  "so primitive  tha,t  you  could  at  once  refer  to  its  source"  (p.126).

Thoreau  achires  the  Indian's  language  for  the  sanre  reason.     In  his

Journal  'Thoreau writes  that  in  the  Indian's  language  "there  is  some of

the wild wood and its bristling branches  still  left,"  and that  their

language  "reveals  another,  and wholly  new  life  to  us.    look  at  the

Word  'canoe, '   and  see wha,t  a  story  it  tells  of  outdoor  life   .... "L°

From  the  begiquing of  The  Maine  Woods  Thoreau  shows  an  interest  in

Indian words.     In  fact  on  the  first  page  of  "Ktaadn"  he  expla.ins  two

Indian  words,   "Ktaadn"  and  "norsee'uTrs."    FTcm  the  Indian  carrp  episode,

however,   the  Indiam's  language  becomes  a major  concern.

For  thema.tic  and structural  irlplications,  it  is  irrportant  to  note

that portions  of  the material  used  in  the  Indian  carp  episode  came  from

a Journal  entry  that records Thoreau's  visit  to  an

three  years before  the  "Chesuncook" trip.Il

Indian  carp  in  Concord,
'Ihe  Concord rna,terial  is
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primar.ily of a factual nature,  as  is other  information thaLt  'Ihoreau

includes  from De  Bry's

Dictiona

Col.lection  of Vo s,  Father Raseles's

of  the  Abenaki  Iian and Eliot's  Indian Bible.    All

these  additions  are  significant  in terms of  the  direction 'Thoreau

would be  taking in  "Allegash"--particularly regarding his  focus on the

Indian's  language.    'Ihe apecificity of scientific words  and facts  and

the poetic quality of  the  Indian's  language  and his understanding of

nature  are  illustrative,  to Thoreau,  of  t`ro kinds of kncwledge  and

t\ro .ways  in whi`ch man perceives  his  world.

In  ''Chesuncook"  'Thoreau is  interested  in  Indians  as primitive men,

and as they  are  different  from those who are more  civilized.    At  the

end of  the  trip,  'Thoreau and his  cousin  stop  in OldtChun  and  call  on

Governor  Neptune.    Robert  Sayre, in Thoreau  and the. American  Indian,

says  that  here 'Thoreau  "produces  a three page sketch which  is mostly

free of  clicines of savagism, "  and that  "Neptune  is  a kind of  character

s±xply not  to be  found in nineteenth century white  literature."12   Yet

Neptune  is  appreciated mostly  as  an  old  Indian,  as  a chief  of .a dis-

appearing race.    Thoreau finds  him in bed,  "legs  dangling  from the

bedside, "  and attended by various  squaws,  who must  help  the  eighty-nine

year old man out with his  stories.    Even though  he  is  old,  'Ihoreau

finds Neptune' s  features  "decidedly and refreshingly  different  from those

of  any of  the  upstart Native  American party,"  'twho  cultivate  the  vices

rather than  the virtues  of  the white man"  (p.  147).    'Ihoreau  delights

in ifeptune because  he  represents  the  Indian of  the past.    His  conce]m

is  that  the  "Indian has but  a feeble  hold on  his bowl  now,"    and  that

his way of  life  is  vanishing  (p.  146).    Not  until  "Allegash"  does Thoreau

actually reveal  a.n  understanding of  an  Indian  for more  than  the  ideal
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he represents.    Nevertheless,  the  Indian  carp  section  is  the high point

of  the  "Chesuncook"  trip  for Thoreau  and marks  the  change  in his  attitude

towards  Indians.

In The Maine woods 'Thoreau's  appreciation of  Indians  develops  out  of

his earlier  experience  in  "Ktaadn"  and  "Chesuncook. "    'The  synpathy  and

understanding Thoreau gains  in  "Chesuncook"  ultimately  relates  to  the

peculiar "Esenplastic" pcwer of  the  irmgination,  to use Coleridge 's

term.    Cia  Katahdin's  summit  'Thoreau  is  confronted with  ''a vast  aggrega-

tion of  loose rocks"  and an  "unfinished"  part  of  the  globe.    Returning

frdm Katahdin Thoreau passes  through burnt  lands which  are  "exceedingly

wild and desolate"  and  "like  some pasture  run  to waste."   Thoreau

is  neal`1y  oppressed dy  the  chaos  of  the wilderness  .in  "Ktaadn." -Over

and over again  the untamed forest  is  described as  savage  and primitive.

Eint  in  "Chesunoock"  the  forest  takes  on  a picturesque beauty.    Instead

of a vast  and drear wilderness,  Thoreau "fancies"  the  forest  as
"ornamental  grounds,  with  farmhouses  in  the  rear..    'The  canoe  and,yellow

birch,  beech,  rna;pie  and elm  are  Saxon  and Norman;  but  the  spruce  and

fir,  and pines  generally,  are  Indian"  (p.108).    In."Chesuncrok"  Thoreau

shows  that man  creates  for himself  a place  in  the wilderness.    Signi-

ficantly,  at  the beginning of the key passage  dealing with  the  Imagination,
'Thoreau  says,  "We  on  the  shore  found the worst  of walking,   a perfect

chaos of fallen  and drifted trees,  and bushes projecting far over the

water  .   .   ."(p.  117).    His  imaginative  facrilties,  stirmlated by  the

moonlight  and placid waters,  soon  enable  him to  see  these  trees  and

bushes  as  "an  endless succession  of porticoes  and  oolunms,  cornices  and

facades,  verandas  and  churches"  (p.  118).    Thus  he  is  able  to  reconstruct

his world  and  find  an  order  and meaning  in  the  apparent  chaos,  and
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perceive  gardens  and. a ELoadway out  of  the wildemess.    Yet  it  should

not be forgotten that  for Thoreau poetic perception  is primarily

illpolfant  as  a means of  apprehending  troth.    The  "Ktaadn"  experience  is

irportant  because  it has a hufroling effect which serves  to  destroy many

Of  the persona's preconceptions  about man's place  in nature.    But  after
"Ktaadn"  he  is  left with  an  incomplete vision,  with questions,  and

with  a sense  of  separateness between himself  and nature  and his mind and

body.    In the setting of the  lakes,  there  is  a reconciliation of  those

opposites.    'Ihe narrator finds a sacredness in all  life  and regains the

Rc]mantic  sense of  the unity of man  and nature.    In  "Chesuncook"  Thoreau

once again shows  that man comes  closest  to the apirit  of  all  things and

the  essence  of  life when he comes  to understand the wildemess.

Chly  the poet  can  interpret  and  conmunicate  the  true meaning of

the wildermess.    And it  is  inspiration  and creative  thought  that

separate the poet  fran lurfoermen  and hunters.    In  the  surrmary of
"Chesuncook, " hovever,  Thoreau reveals  a basic dilemma of  the poet.

The poet  comes  to  the wilderness  for  inspi.ration  and sustenance;  yet
"by his mere presence,  almost,  he  changes  the nature of  the  trees  as

no other  creature  does"  (p.   151).    Hcw then  can  one lmow  the wildemess

if by  his presence he  alters  it?   Moreover,  an even greater tension

underlies  civilized man's  desire  to erxperience  the wild.    1thile  the
"poet must,  frc)in tine  to time,  travel  the  logger's  path  and the

Indian's  trail,  to  drink at  some new  and more bracing  fountain  of  the

Muses,  far  in the  recesses  of the wilderness"  (p.  156),  it  is  still  a

relief ,  says 'Thoreau,  "to get back to our  smooth but  still varied  land-

scape"  (p.  155).    "For a pemanent  residence  .   .   .  there [is]  no

ccxparison between  this  and the wildemess,  necessary  as  the  latter  is
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for a resource  and  a background  .   .   ."  (p.   155).    Man  is  drawn  to  the

wild,  but  needs  civilization  and society.    Surely,  a  corrplete man must

be part of both nature  and society--but  is  that possible,  and how?

Thoreau explores  the  ansavers  to  those  questions  in  "The Allegash  and

East  Branch, " the  final  section  of  The I.thine Woods.



Chapter V

''The  Allegash  and East  Eiranch"

'Thus  far  I have  tried to  illustrate  how a sense of place  af fects

nreaning in  The Maine  Woods.    To  surmarizEi:     In  "Ktaadn,"  on  the  mountain's

rody,  cloud cohered summit ThQreau senses  a  chaos  in  nature.    He  leaves

confused and alienated.    When he  returns  to Maine he  travels  through  the

placid water.s  of  Chesuncock I-ake  and experiences  another  side  of  Maine's

woods,  with boundaries  and vistas.    In  "Chesuncook"  'Ihoreau rediscovers

order  and meaning  in  nature.    "The  Allegash  and East  Branch, " which

recounts his  last  trip into the Maine woods,  is  longer and stnicturally

more  diffuse  than either  "Ktaadn"  or  "Chesuncook."   But  here  again Thoreau

basically follows  the path of  the trip,  and the terrain reflects  the

challenges he  faces ,  pdysically and psychologically.

In  "The Allegash  and East  Branch"  Thoreau,  his  Concord neighbor

Edward lfoar,  and his  Indian  guide  Joe Polls  travel  through  lakes,  savarrps

and the rocky  rapids  of  the Penobscot  River.    At  night  and,  at Polis'

insistence,  on  Sundays  they make  a  camp,  build a  fire, and pitch  a

rudimentary  tent.    In  "Allegash"  'Thoreau realizes  hcw  challenging survival

in the wilderness  is.    Yet  the  time  spent  at  caxp,  when  he has  a  chance

to  look at his  surroundings nrore  closely,  to reflect on his  day's

adventures  and to enjoy  the  ccxpany of  his  fellow travelers,  is just  as

much  a paul  of  his  trip.    As with  "Ktaadn"  and  "Chesuncook,"  the  title
"The Allegash  and East  Branch"  is  indicative  of  the  narTative's  central
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themes.    In  the  "Appendix"  to 'Ihe hhaine woods  'Ihoreau  lists  the  Indian

meaning of  the work  'Penobscot"  (East  Branch)  as  "Rocky  River,"  and
"Allagash"  as  'bark  cap"--a name  the  Indians  gave  to  this  lake  "from

the  fact  of  their keeping  a hunting-camp  there."   Both experiences  along

the  rocky water and at  calrpr-the  challenges of  the wilds of  nature  and

the pleasures of society--are  crucial  to the meaning of  the  final section

of  'Ihoreau's nhaine book.    'IhrouBhout 'Ihe  hfaine  1.foods  Thoreau  is  concerned

with the value of wilderness experience for civilized man--its effect

on thought  and  irmer being.    FToni the  "Ktaadn"  beginning  it  is  clear

that Thoreau seeks. a revita.1ization  in the wilderness,  but  finds  the

wild threatening. Thus while  The  Maine  Woods  is  a book  about  the

wildemess,  Thoreau does  not  ignore man.'s  opposing  need for order  and

meaning.    In  "Allegash"  Thoreau seeks  a resolution  to  this  dilerma.
'The  most meaningful part  of. Thoreau's  last  Maine  trip was  his

experience with his  Indian guide,  Joe Polls.    From ccmnents  to his

friends and stater]ents  in his  letters and Journal,  it  is evident  that

his  association with Polls was  as  significant  to 'Ihorea;u  as  his  'Ktaadn"

experience had been years earlier.    Nevertheless,  an  account  of  the

trip was  never published during 'Ihorea.u's  lifetime.    'Ihoreau,  who was

always  reticent  about putting his  friends'  names  in print,  was  afraid

of  offending Polls,  whom he  greatly  respected.    In  a  letter  to  James

Russell  I£RTrell,  January  23,   1858,  'Thoreau wrote:     "The mc>re  fatal  objection

to printing my  last  Maine-wood experience,  is  that  nay  Indian  guide,  whose

words  I  1.eport  very  faithfully,--and they  are  the most  interc-sting part

of  the  story-kncws how  to  read  and  takes  .a  newspaper,  so  that  I  could

not  face him again."I    Indisputably,  Joe Polls  its  the subject  of
"Allegash."    Thoreau studies  him meticulously:    he  records  his  speech,

his manners,  his  superstitions,  and his knowledge  about  life  in  the
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forest.    Hb  is the  focal point  of  almost  every episode  in this  section.

FurthennDre,  the  final meaning of  "Allegach"  evolves  out  of  the

interaction and growing  friendship between Thoreau and Polls.

critics see `Ihoreau's  attention to his  Indian guide  in  "Allegash"

as the culmination of  Trioreau's  lifelong  interest  in  Indians.    During

Thoreau's  lifetime,  his  fl.lends  often  ccxpaLred him to  "the  Indian."

Hatrthome  apcke of  him as  "a young man with much of wild original  nature

remaining  in him"  and as  "inclined to  live  a sort  of  Indian  life  alrong

civilized man."2   Moreover,  Indians  and  Indian  life have  an  ixportant

place  in all `Ihoreau's writing except  Cape Cod and

In A Week  on  the  Cbncord  and Merrimak  Rivers

An  Excursion  to  Canada.

Indian lnythology  and history

provide a coherent  thread in 'Thoreau's  first  and rather rambling book.

In Walden "savages"  are exexplars of .the simplified  life,  and in the

Joumal 'there  are nunelious entries  about  Indians.    But  the  greatest

evidence of  'Thoreau's enormous  fascination with primitive man  are  the

eleven volumes,  totalling  2,8cO,pages  of  notes,  he  ccxpiled on  Indians

from September  1850  to April  1861.3   Nevertheless,  Thoreau's  last  trip

to hfaine,  recounted  in  "The Allegash  and East  ELanch," was his  first

and only extended,  meaningful  contact with a menber of  a race he had

studied so  long  in  the writings of  others.
'Ihe definitive study of Thoreau's  interest  in  Indians  is Rcbert

Sayre ' s 'Ihoreau and  the American  Indians.

he  Maine woods,

In  this book Sayre says  that

because  it  apans eleven years,  illustrates  'Thoreau's

progress  frcm nineteenth  century prejudices  and misconceptions  about

Indians  to a point where he  could portray his  Indian guide  as  a

complex,  interesting  individual.    Savagism,  the  nineteenth  century

idea of  Indians  and primitive men,  promulgated both  negative  and positive
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nyths.    The  definition of  savagism offered by  Sayre  provides  a nears

of  ccxparing Thorean's early  attitudes  in  "KtaLadn" with  the  more  infollred

and objective view of  Polls  in  "Allegash."    According  to  savagism:

"re  Indian  is  a hunter.    He has  the virtues of  a hunter,  like
fortitude  and self-reliance,  but  also  the vices,  like cruelty
and cunning.    After his  successes  in  hunting,  he  is  generous
and hoapitable  to strangers,  but when he  is  destitute,  he
is  untrustworthy.    He  has  not  learned the  famners'  skill  of
planting  and saving  for  the molTow.    Nor  does  he  have  a sense
of  private property  and ownership  of  land.    'Ihe  Indian no
mc>re ouns  the  land he hurries  over  inhis hunts  than  do  the
animals  he  chases.    He  has  not  ixproved  it.4

In  "Ktaadn"  Thoreau reveals  similar prejudices.    'The  Indian's

history,  he  says,  "is  the history  of  his  extinction"  (p.  6).    The  Indian

houses he  sees  ha,ve  a  "shabby,  forlom,  and cheerless  look,  being  all

back side  and wood  shed,  not  homesteads,  even  Indian homesteads,  but

instead of  home or  abroad-steads,

at  hc]me  or  at  war,

for their  life  is  domi  aut militiae,

or  ncw rather venatas that  is,  a hunting,  and most

of  the  latter"  (p.  7).    The  t`ro  Indians,  who  agree  to be his  guides,

appear  to  him  "sluggish"  and  "dull  and greasy-looking"  (p.  9).  .  When

they  fail  to  show up,  it merely  confinrs  his  prejudices.    Meeting  then

again on the return trip he says:    "There  is,  in  fact,  a remarkable  and

unexpected  resefrolance between  the  degraded savage  and the  lcwest  classes

in a great  city  ....    In the progress of  degradation,  the  distinction

of  races  is  soon  lost"  (p.  78).    Towards  the  end of  "Ktaadn"  'Thoreau

evokes  the  "dim and misty"  figure  of  the primitive  Indian.    Here  it  is

the  Indian of  the past,  uncornpted by mc)den  civilization,  who  appeals

to  his  imagination.    In  "Chesuncook"  Thoreau  finds  the  Indian,  Joe

Aitteon,  a good enough guide,  but  is  disappointed  in  the  ccxprcmises

he has made between  Indian  and white  traditions.      As  discussed  in  the
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previous  chapter,  Thoreau's  reactions  towards  the  Indians  he  ITeets  later.

on  the  trip,  at  the  Indian  carrp  and  in  tovm,   reveal  a  significant  change

in his  attitudes.

After  "Chesuncook"  'Thoreau  is  more  than  ever  interested  in  Indians,

yet  as  he begins  his  last  Maine  trip  he  still  has  the  typical white man's

attitude  of  superiority.    On  the  carriage,  he  describes Polls  as  ha,ving

a  "stolid  expression."    He  adds  that  "he  really  never  said  anything  on

such occasions.    He merely  stirred up,   like  a wild beast,  and passively

muttered  some  insignificant  response"  (p.   162).    Cia  the  other  hand,  the

white  hunter,  also on  the  carriage,  is  praised,  not  only  as  a hunter,

but  for  "his  gentlemanly  dress  and  faultless  tc>ilet"  and  for  his  "intellectual

fa.ce"  and  "quiet  manners."    In  fact,   says  'Thoreau,  he  "might  have  passed

for  a  divinity  student"  (p.   162).     In  other words,  Thoreau  sees  the white

hunter  as  a  refined woodsman,  who  adrirably  ccfroines  civilized attributes

with wilderness skill.    Ironically,  at  the  end of this  trip,  it  is Polis

whom Thoreau most  achires  for  his  ability  to  integrate  a successful  life

in  civilized society with  a  love  and understanding of  nature.

only  after  tiro weeks with  Joe Polls  does  Thoreau  finally  understand

his  guide  as  a man  and not  just  as  "the  Indian."   Polls,  he  learns,

owns  land,  val`ues  education,  and  can  tactfully  deal  with  white men.

Thoreau portrays Polls  as  knowledgeable,  self-sufficient,  fun-loving,

and obliging  to  his  elTployers.    Yet  he  also  points  out  Polis'  faults.

He shows  that  Polls  is  superstitious,  eats  too much  sugar,   leaves  his

boots  out  in  the  rain,   and  conplains  of  his  discomforts  like  an  "Irishman."

During  the  journey Polls  also  changes his  attitude  and behavior  towards

Thoreau.    Perhaps  in  the beginning,  Polls,  who  almost  certainly  resents

the white man's  authority,  acts  sullen  and  distant  in  defense  of  his
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am  integrity.    But,  for whatever reason,  Polls enjoys himself rrore

after ThoreaLu  comes  to appreciaLte  his  superior wilderness  skills.    It

has been said that Thoreau's  characterization of Polls  is thernc)st  ccxplex

native American  in nineteenth century  literature--ccxparable  to 'I\rain 's

portrayal of Jim in Huckleber Finn.    If  for no other reason than  its

characterization of Polis,  "The Allegash  and East  RIanch" would be

lrorth critical study.

According  to  recent  critics,  Thoreau's growing understanding of

Indians  in  The Maine  Woods  is  the primary unifying eler]ent  in  an other-

wise unintegrated work.    tryortant  as  this perspective  is,  it  is a point

of  view that values  the book for  its place  in Thoreau's  developing  ideas

and not  as  a creative work.    In  studying 'Ihe  Maine Woods  as  nDre  than

a record of his  travels to Maine,  it  is  ixportant  to ask why 'Ihoreau

was  interested  in  Indians  and why  Indians were  ixportant  in his Maine

essays.    Or  course there  are many reasons;  yet  there are significant

differences  in  his  focus  on  Indians  in 'The Maine Woods  and elsewhere.
'Thoreau's  discussions of  Indians  in his other writings,  partictilarly

the  "Indian Notebooks,"  pertain  to  Indian nythology,  custcms,  and history.

Yet  practically none  of  the material  from the  eleven  volumes  of  "Indian

Notebooks"  found  its way  into The  Maine  Woods. The  very  omission  of

Indian material,  which he  had been  collecting  for eleven years,  frcrm

the mc>st  Indian of  all  his  ptolished works,  suggests  that  his  ±`ocus  in
„A|1egast" and The Maine  Woods  is  unique.     In  "Allegash,"  as  in  "Ktaadn"

and "Chesunccok, "  Thoreau  is  trying  to understand  the wildemess,  man's

place  in  it,  and the effect wilderness experience has .on his  ability  to

discover those  things.    What  role  do  Indians  have  in Thoreau's  endeavor?
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When Thoreau returned frern his  "Allegash"  trip,  he wrote  a nDst

revealing letter  to his  friend IIamison Blake.    Ife  tells Blake  that  his

journey was  "quite profitable,  chiefly  from associating with an

intelligent  Indian."   Thile  the whole  letter sheds  licht  on the meaning

of his trip,  the following passage  is particularly pertinent  to Joe Polls:

IIaving returned,  I  flatter myself  that  the world appears  in
some reapects  a l`ittle  larger, .and not,  as  usual,  snELller
and shallower,  for having  extended ray  range.     I  have rna.de
a short  excursion  into  the  new world which the  Indian  dwells
in,  or  is.    He begins where we  leave  off .    It  is worth  the
while  to  detect  new  faculties  in man,--he  is  so much  the
more  devine;  and anything that  fairly  excites our admiration
expands  us.    'Ihe  Indian,  who  can  find his wa.y  so wonderfully
in  the woods,  possesses  so much  intelligence which the white
man does not,-and it  increases ny  own  capacity,  as well  as
faith,  to observe it.    I rejoice to find that  intelligence
florms  in other  channels  than  I  knew.    It  redeems  for me portions
of what  seened brutish before.5

Throughout  "Allegash, "  'Ihoreau is particularly  interested in his  guide's

knowledge  of  trie woods,  and his  unique  ability  to  find his way  in  the

forest .

Soon  after  the  journey begins we see  that  Thoreau expects more

from his  guide  than  safe passage  through  the wilderness.    He wants  to

learTi  as much  as he  can  from Polls  and suggests  that Polls  tell  him all

he ]mows  and in  turn Thoreau will  tell Polis  all  he lmowrs.    Initia,lly

they  identify birds  and exchange definitions  of words.    It  is  interesting

that  the only  two words Thoreau mentions  Polls  asking  about  are
"intelligent"  and "reality"-two concepts that  are central  to Thoreau's

exploration  in  The Maine  Wcods are  knowing and truth.    I.ater  that night

scnething even more  significant  happens.    Thoreau awakens  and sees  an
"elliptical ring of  light,"  a piece of phosphorescent wood,  glcwing in

the  dark.    He  is  exceedingly  moved by  this phenomena,  so much  so  that
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many  critics  Consider this event  the high point  of  his  trip.    Its

significance,  however,  is  in what  it  sylfrolizes  to 'Ihoreau.    Light  is

comnDnly  sylholic  of  knowledge,  and,  as we  have  seen,   is  used  to  syltoolize

degrees  of  knowing  in both  "Ktindn"  and  "Chesuncook."    In  this  irrstance

the  light  seen  in the forest night  suggests  something about  the  Indian's

special ]mowledge  of  the wildemess.    Thoreau explains:

I  let  science slide,  and rejoicedinthat  light  as  if  it had
been  a  fellow  creature.    I  saw  that  it was excellent,  and was
very  glad  to  know  tha,t  it was  so  cheaLp.    A  scientific
as  it `is  called,  would have been  altogether out  of place
there.    That  is  for pale  daylight Science with  its retorts
would have  put rre  to  sleep;  it was  the  opportunity  to be
ignorant  that  I  ilxproved.    It  suggested to me  that  the woods
were not  tenantless,  but  choke-full of honest  spirits  as
good as  lnyself  any  day,--not  an  expty  chahoer,   in which
chemistry was  left  to work alone,  but  an  inhabited house,--
and  for  a  fevv' Iroments  I  enjoyed  fellomship with  them.    Your
scLcalled wise man goes  trying to persuade himself  that  there
is no entity there but himself  and his traps,  but  it  is  a great
deal easier to believe the  truth.    It  suggested,  too,  that
the  same  exprience  alwa,ys  gives birth to  the same  sort  of
belief or religion  ....    Ij)ng enough  I  had heard of
irrelevant  things;  ncw  at  length  I was  glad to make
acquaintance with  the  light  that  chvells  in  rotten wood.
There has  all  your kncwledge  gone  to?    It  evaporates  corxpletely,
for  it  has  no  depth  (p.181-2).

That passage  illustrates  the  tremendous value 'Ihoreau attributes  to

kncwl.edge  thl.ough  revelation  and personal  experience,  as  opposed to

impersonal  scientific explanations.    "Nature, "  he  says,  "must have

maLde  a thousand revelations  to [ Indians] which  are  still  secrets  to us"

(p.181).    He  covets  their wisdom.

Thoreau makes much of  this  incident  and  it  serves  as  a turning point

in his  attention to I'olis.    Thereafter 'Ihoreau  is mc)re  interested than

ever in Polis'  "sources of  infomaLtion"-particularly  how he  finds  his

way  through  the  forest without  a map  or  a  ccxpass.    The  very  neat  mc)ming

he  asks Polls  how  he  guides  himself  in  the vyoods.    "0,"  Polls  says,   "I
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can  tell  good many ways  ....    Sometimes  I  lookun  side  hill  .   .   .

great  difference between ,the  north  and south,  see where  suri  has  shone

rest.    So trees,~-the  large  lifros bend towai.d south.    Sonetines  I  lookun

locks+rocks]"  (p.  184).    Thoreau pursues  the matter,  but  gets  only

vague,  nysterious  ansvers.    Then he  finally pins  Polls  doun,  Polls

replies  sinply,  "Great  difference between me  and white man"  (p.185).

Thoreari then offers his am explanation:

It  appear.ed as  if  the  sources of  information were  so various
that he  did not  give  a distinct,  conscious  attention  to  any
one,  and so  could not  readily  refer  to  any when questioned
about  it,  but  he  found his way  very  much  as  an  animal  does.
Perhaps what  is  commonly  called  instinct  in  the  animal,   in
this  case  is merely  a sharpened and educated sense.    Often,
when  an  Indian  says,   ''1  don't  know,"  in  regard  to  the  route
he  is  to  take,  he  does  not  mean what  a white man would by
those words,  for his  Indian  instinct n-ny  tell him still  as
miich  as  the most  confident  white  man  knows.    He  does  not
carry  things  in his  head,  nor remehoer the  route  exactly,  1jJse
a white man,  but  relies  on  himself  at  the  rroment.    Not  having
experienced the  need of  the  other sort  of  knowledge,  all
labelled and arranged,  he  has  not  acquired  it  (p.185).

Throughout  "Allegast"  'Thoreau atterlpts  to understand Polis by  caparing

himself with his  guide.    Vthile  their most  cfovious  differences  are  due

to  language  and marmers,  more  fundamental  differences  are  in  their

attitudes  towards the wilderness.    For 'Ihoreau the wilderness  is  a source

of. spiritual  sustenance;  for Polls  it  is  a means of physical survival.

In fact,  it  is by his  forest  expertise  that Polls  is able to acquire

large  anounts  of  property.    Polis'  Imowledge  is practical  and  comes

from direct  involvement with  the  forest.    lie  can make  teas  from all

kinds  of plants.    He  can make  a  candle  or  a pipe  from birch bark.    And

he has  his own  secret  for  repairing  a canoe.    'Ihoreau's  knowledge  of

flora and fauna,  however,  is  limited mc>stly  to  identifications.    To some

extent,  Polls  is better able to  trace  a path  in  the wilderness  simply
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because,  from experience  and familiarity,  he  can  recognize more sitgns

or clues  to direction.    Yet  ouriously Polls. cannot point  out  anything

in particular  and seems  to  take  in everything at  once..    .Thoreau,  on  the

other hand,  miist  rely on  his  surveying skills,  a map,  and a  ccxpass.

Even  then he  gets  lost  in  the  swanp.    Almzed at Polis'  intuitive  sense,

Thoreau says :

Often on bare  roclry  carries  the. trail was so  indistinct  that
I  cerlpletely  lost  it,  but when  I walked behind him  I
observed tha.t he  could keep  it  almost  like  a hound,  and barely
hesitated,  or,  if  he paused a mernent  on  a bare  rock,  his  eye
imediately  detected  some  sign which would have  escaped me.
frequently }±!± found no path  at  all  at  these  places,  and were
unaccountably  delayed.    Iie would only  say  it was  "ver  strange"
(p.   276-7).

In spite of  'Ihoreau's  achiration,  he  appeal.s  to be waiting for

Polls  to make  a mistake.    1then Polls  claims  that  he  can  call  a musquash

(i.e.  mrskrat),  'Thoreau,  althoug.h  intrigued at  "the  Indian's"  diaplay

of wildness,  sounds pleased to see that Polls has overstated his  talents.

On the  other hand,  Thoreau  is  always  certain  to point  to his  own  successes.

In such  instances  it becomes  evident  that  'Thoreau is  characterizing his

persona as well  as Joe Polls.    'This persona is  the  educated traveler,

who prides  hiruself  on his  surveying skills  and botanical  ]mowledge  and

is skeptical or critical of his guide's  intuitive approach  to exploration.

Through such  a namator the reader  is  not  only  able  to observe  an  Indian

a,t  hone  in the  forest,  but  is  also  able  to see  inadequacies  in  a systematic

and schooled study of  nature.    Ithile Thoreau quickly points  to  the  failures

of Polis'  method,  he must  eventually  reconsider  the  advantages  of  his

arm  approach.    Since  'Thoreau  and Polls  both  take pride  in  their  own

]mowledge of  the  forest  and their skill on such expeditions,  ccxpetition

ensues.    'Through  conpetitiveness  and the  very  real  triaLls  of  their
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journey,  Thoreau's  attitudes  and affections  change.    In  the  end he  gains

new understanding of  himself  and Polls,  and. of man's  relation.to  the

wilderness  and  to man.

As  in  'Ktaadn"  and  "Chesuncook,"  the  steps  that  lead to  that

understanding  are  crucial  to  the meaning of  "Allegash"  and ultimately

to  the meaning of  the book.    Thoreau  comes  to  the Maine wcods  to  get

away  fliom man  as much  as  to  enjoy  the pleasures  of  the  forest.    Ife  is

al"sed at Polis'  curiosity  in the few settlements  they  do pass,  for he

has  little  interest  in meeting up with  the society  he  has choosen  to

avoid by  his  excursion  to  the baclowoods.    He  corrments:

Polls had evidently mc)re  curiosity respecting the  few settlers
in  those iroods  than we.    If  nothing was  said,  he  tock  it  for
granted that we wanted to go straight  to the  neat  log--hut
....    But  we  laughed, and  said  that  we  had had  enough  of
houses  for the present,  and had come here partly  to avoid
then  (p.   234).

Ironically,  Thoreau' s  initiation ultimately  involves  facing the possi-

bility of being separated from hurianity  and the dif ficulty of  surviving

in  the woods  alone.

The  first  time,  'Thoreau and lfoar  are  separated from Polls when

I>olis  decides to go  ahead along  the  carry with  his  canoe.    Thoreau and

lfoar aLr.e to  follow his path,  carry part  of  their supplies  at  a tine,

and ieturn  for  the  rest.    Soon,  hovever,  they become  confused by  the

numerous  logging paths and find it  ixpossible  to  discern their guide's

trail  amc>ng  the moss  and fallen  trees.    As  they  continue,  they  find

themselves  in  a.regula,r swarp,  and  it  is  almost  dark by  the  tine  they

meet Polls  again.    Polis  is  "surprised that [they] should have  taken

what he  called a  'tcw'   .   .   .  road,  instead of  a carry path,--that  [they]

had not  followed his  tracks,--said it was  'strange, '  and evidently
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thought  little of  [their] roodcraft"  (p.  217).    This  time  Thoreau  seems

to take  a bit  of pleasure  in his expel.ience  and says,   ''1 would not  have

missed that walk  for  a  good deal"  (p.  221).-  Although,  at  this  point,

Thoreau simply enjoys  the 'excitement  of. an  adventure,  he  is  also witness

to folis'  remarkable skill  in following a path.    Surely  it  is significant

that  soon after,  for t,he first time,  Thoreau calls Polls more  respect-

fully by his  mane  instead of  the rather derogatory  term "the  Indian."

Thorea,u's  full  initiation takes place wheri he  terxporarily  loses

his  friend Edward Hoar near  the  end of  the  trip.    Ithen  they  get  to  the

East  Etranch of  the Penobscot,  the  river  is  too  difficult  to manage  as

a group.    Again Thoreau and Hoar must  carry  their  supplies  along  the

chore while Polls  alone  navigates  the  canoe  through  the white water.

Polls goes  downstream a bit  and then  stops  and waits  for  them to  catch

up,  while 'Thoreau and Hoar struggle with their baggage  along  the  over-

grown paths  and rocky banks.    With  the  roar of  the water  they  cannot

tell who  is  ahead or behind.    Occasionally  Thoreau and IIoar  can  look

down  at  the  river  and see Polis  on  the  rapids,  but  only  to   see him

suddenly drift  out  of  sight.    At  one point Polls  calls up  for help.

Thoreau stops,  but  Hoar goes  on.    To  Thoreau's  suxprise  Hoar  disappears

out  of  sicht--"as  if  he  had sunk  into  the  earth"  (p.  258).    Thoreau

sh6uts  and searches  for his  friend.    He  says:

For  half  an  hour  I  anticipated and believed only  the worst.
I  thought  what  I  should do  the  ne2ct  day,   if  I  did not  find him,
what  I  could  do  in  such  a wilderness,  and how his  relatives
would feel,  if  I  should return without  him.    I  felt  that  if
he were  really  lost  away  from the  river there,  it would be
a  desperate  undertaking  to  find him;   and where were  they who
Could help  you?   lthat would  it  be  to  raise  the  country,  where
there were  only  two  or  three  carxps,  twenty or  thirty miles
apart,   and no  road,   and perhaps  nobody  home?  (p.  259)
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By the  time  it  is dal`k Polls  insists  that  they give up the search.    He

argires:     "No use,  can't  do  anything  in  the  dark;  cone morning,  theh we

find'em.    No  harm,--he  make'em  canp"  (p.  260).    Thoreau  spends  the  night

fluctuating between anxiety  and oonparative ease  respecting his  lost

friend.    Early the  nesct moming they  find Ifoar,  but  the effect  of  the

previous  day's experience  is evident.    "It would have been  like  looking

for  a needle  in  a hay-mcw,  to  search  for  him  in  theEse woods,"  says Thoreau.

I]oar  "had been  considering how  long he  coiild  live  on berries  alone"

(p.  263).    only  after this experience  does  Thoreau fully understand man's

dependence upon his  fellcw man  in  an  indifferent  and sometimes  hostile

wildemess .

`thile Thoreau is truly initiated by this experience,  he  contexplates

the problen of man  alone  in the wilderness  several  tinres  along  the way.

Even trees,  he notes,  "are of  a social habit,  growing  in  'veins, '   'cluxps, '
'groips,'  or  'cormlimities'   .   .   .  or  else  they  form extehsive  forests by

themselves"  (p.  21.0).    He  imagines  that  a  lone  squirrel  they  see  "must

have  a solitary time  in that  dark evergreen  forest,  where  there  is  so

little  life,  seventy  five lniles  from a road"  (p.  218).    The most  striking

evidence of  this need for society a,ppears  in his  story of a hermit

living by  the  dan  in  the woods,  "who  spent  his  time  tossing  a bullet

from one hand  to  the  other  for want  of  exployment  ....    'Ihis  sort

of  tit-for-tat  intercourse between his two hands,  bandying to and fro

a  leaden  s`foject,  seems  to be his  syfrool  for society."   Thus,  in  spite

of 'Ihoreau's  desire to  leave man  and the  amenities of  civilization behind

on his  sojourn,  he has  an  underlying  awareness  of man's basic need for

these. things.    Nevertheless,  it.  takes  his experience with the possibility

of  losing his  friend in the  forest  for him to  corrpletely  accept  the  t]ruth.
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Polls,  hovever,  underwent  a similar  initiation  long ago.    Near the

end of  the  trip he  relates his  own  story,  how  as  a boy of  ten  he was

oonpelled to  creep  along,  half  starving,  through  snow  and  ice,  day  after

day,  until  he  and his  t`ro  coxpanious  finally  reached  aL house  and obtained

food and sipplies.    From the beginning  of  "Alletgash, " Polls exhibits

an understanding of  the dual  nature of  the  forest.    Ife wants  to go  along

with Thoreau  and Ifoar to  get  some mcose,  for  the wildemess  is his  source

of  livelihood.    Yet  almost  simltanebusly he  expresses  a desire  to go

into the woods  i`n hope of  finding a relative,  who had gone  into  the

forest  a year or t`ro before  and had not been seen  since.    Polis'  concern

at  that point  casts  a forewarning of  the fate  that man might meet  on his

adventures  there.    Polls never romanticizes  the value of  the  forest.

ire understands  its gifts  and its dangers,  and he  is proud of his  ability

to  survive  there  alone.    His  carving on  the  tree--"July  26,   1853,  We

a.lone Joseph Polls start  for Oldtown right  away"--is  an  icon of  that

pride.    Thoreau's experience on  the  carry with Polls  is  significant  in

t\ro reapects:    Thoreau  leans the potential. threat  of  a wilderriess  that

also provides  apiritual  sustenance,  and he  gains  a full  appreciation of

the knowledge  and skill  of  his  Indian  guide.

Then  this happens  the  tension  finally breaks,  and  the  relationship

between  the  Indian  and  the  t\ro white lnen  changes.    Polls,  in particular,

begins  to  enjoy  himself  and to play  and tease.    The  neat morning  they

are paddling  a.long a lake,  trying to  find its outlet.    Thoreau thinks

it  is  in one  direction and Polls  thinks  it  is  in the other.    So Polls,

in  fun,  bets Thoreau foulpence  that  his  direction  is  richt.    As  it  ends

ip,  Thoreau  is  correct,  but  Polis  doesn't  seem to mind.    'I\ro  days before

theend of.theirtrip,they  come  to  a  fall,  where  they  have  to  carry  their
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canoe and supplies  about  threerfourths of  a mile.    After one  load,  Polls

says,  ''1  take  canoe  and you take  the  rest,  s`ppose  you can keep  along

with me?"  (p.  285).    Thoreau agrees  and  the whole  thing  turns  into

lignthearted fun.    Thoreau describes  it  thus:

As  his  load,  the  canoe,  would be much  the heaviest  and bulkiest,
thong]i  the  simplest,  I  thought  that  I  ought  to .be  able  to  do
it,  and said  I would try.    So  I  proceeded to  gather up  the
gun,  axe,  paddle,  kettle,  frying-pan,  plates,  dippers,  carpets,
&c. ,  and while  I was  thus  engaged he  threw me  his  cow-hide
boots.    'rvthat,  are  these  in the bargain?"    I  asked.    ''0 yer,"
he  said;  but  before  I  could make  a bundle  of my  load  I  saw
him disappeaLring over  a hill with  the  canoe on his  head;    so
hastily scraping the various articles .together,  I  started on
the  run,  and  jrmediately went by  him in  the bushes,  but  I
had no  sooner  left  him out  of  sight  in  a rocky  hollcw,  than
the greasy plates,  dippers,  &c. ,  took to  themselves wings,  and
while  I was exployed  in  gathering therl up  again,  he went by
me;  but hastily pressing the sooty kettle to ny  side,  I  started
once more,  ar.d passing him again,   I  saw hir. no !rore  or.  the
carry  ....    1then  he  maLde  his  appearance,  puffing .and panting
like nyself ,  in answer to  inquiries where he had been,  he
said,  "Iocks  (rocks)  cut'em feet,"  and  laughing  added,  "0,
me  love  to play  sometimes."    He  said  that  he  and his  coxpanions
when they  came to  carries  several miles  long used to  try
who would get over  first;  each perhaps with  a  canoe  on  his
head  (p.   286).

In  asking Thoreau to participate  in his  Indian  game,  Polls pays  him a

very high  coxpliment.    Soon  after,  Polls  corrplinents  Thoreau again--

this tine on his paddling and tells Thoreau that he paddles  "just  like

anybody"  and gives  him  an  Indian  name  signifying great  paddler.

Although 'Thoreau never praises Polls  to his  face  in  the  narrative,
"The  Allegash  and East  ELanch"  as  a whole  is  the  highest  conpljment

Thoreau could have paid to his guide.    Polls,  pictured in  the beginning

as  ''the  Indian,"  becomes  a  likeable,  admirable,  and  fully  developed

persona,1ity by  the  end of  the essay.    'Ihoreau could have  portrayed Polls

with syrrpathy  from the  outset;  instead he  illustrates  the growing  friend-

ship  and understanding between  a white man  and  an  Indian who experience
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the  difficulties of wilderness exploration together.    Ithen they  reach

Oldtown  at  the end of  their  trip,  Polis  invites  'Thorea.u  and Ifoar  into

his house.    The  relationship between Thoreau  and his  guide has  cone  a

long way  from that  in  "Ktaadn, " where  'Ihoreau makes  a point  of  mentioning

that  the  Indians  did not  invite  them  in,  and even  from the beginning

of  "Allegash,"  when Polls  answers  "out  of  that  strange  rerroteness  in

which  the  Indian  ever  dwells  to  the  white man"  (p.158).     In Polis'

house  they borrow his  ranor,  see  his wife  (a,1though  they  are  not

introduced to her),  and  find riis  hcme  neat  and rocny,  with  a map  on

the wall and a clock opposite  it.    1thile  they  are  there,  Polis'  son

ccmes  in with papers  directed to  "Joseph Polls."   Polls,  we  surely  see,

is not  an  Indian of savagism,  nor  is he  an  Indian of  the past  like

Governor Neptune.    Polls  corrbines  the best  of both  the past  and the

present,  without  the vices of either.    'Ihoreau ends  the  essay  saying,
"this  is the  last  I  saw of  Joe Polls."   'That  statement  clearly  indicates

that  to Thoreau I'olis  is no  longer a representative  "the  Indian, "  or
'Polis"  his guide,  but  a man--Joe Polls.    In I>olis,  Thoreau  finds  a man

with  the  qualities he most  admires:  Polis  has  an  Indian's nystical

relationship to the forest and practical skills to survive  its

treacheries;  but  he has  also  adopted the  essentiaLl  values  of  Anglc+

Saxon civilization-education,  pride  in property,  and reaponsibility to

family  and  corrmimity.    He  enjoys  the  advantages  of both worlds  and  is

happy  in  either.    1then  asked  if  he  was  not  glad  to  get  home  again,  Polls

replies,   "It  makes  no  difference  to me where  I  am  "  (p.  296).     "The

secret  of  successful  sauntering, "  says 'Ihoreau,  "is  to be  equally  at  home

everywhere..i6
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Thougivout TThe  Maine woods  there  is  a tension between wilderness  and

civilization.    In  the beginning,  'Ihoreau comes  to  the Maine `roods  to

discover the true nature of the wildemess,. that  is,  nature untouched

by man.    Eirt  he  is  alienated from the hard matter  and inhuman nature

he finds  on Katahdin's slrmit.    In  "Ktaadn"  Thoreau  leaves  the Maine

woods  confused  about  the Ineaning of  nature  and  indeed  the meaning of

man.     "1Tho  are  we?    Where  are ve?"  he  asks.     In  "Chesuncook,"  the  lakes

have a civilizing effect,  and he rediscovers  a meaning and unity  in nature.

Ifere,  where the  forest seems  evellnore  sacred,  it  is  civilized man  that

he  is  alienated from,  for most men,  he  discovers,  appreciate  the  forest

only for the material wealth  it provides.    In  "Allegash"  there  is  a

culmination of this tension between man and nature.    For  the first  tine

Thoreau faces real  danger.    Their course dcwn the Penobscot  is  treacherous,

and,  if  anything should happen  to them,  they  are  far  frcm any  settlements

where  they might  get  help.    How  long  can man  exist without man?    Is  it

possible for man to enjoy  the benef its of both nature  and society?   His

experiences  in  "Allegash"  and particularly his. contact with Joe Polls

show the possibilities of man 's  involvement with nature  and man.

Cha  his  last  trip  to Maine,  Thoreau  finally mBets  an  Indian who has

a nystical relation to the  forest.    'Ihrough Polls Thoreau illustrates

yet  another  "channel"  Of  knowledge.    Nevertheless,  in  "Allegash"  there

is more  eaphasis  than  in either  "Ktaadn"  or  "Chesuncook"  on quite  a

different  sort of kliowledge--that which results  from intense scrutiny

and systematic.recording of  fact.    "Al]egash"  is  full  of  references  to

infonna.tion recorded by  the na.tural  scientist,  the historian,  the

geographer,  and the  lexicx)grapher.    Thoreau's  inclusion  of  the  "Appendix"

to The hhaine  Wc>ods,  which provides  all  the  factual  information  he  acquired
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from his  trips  and readings  he  thought would be  useful  to  anyone  exploring

the Maine wilderness,  illustrates haw essential he  felt  that kind of

]mowledge  to be.     It  has been  said many  times  that  Thoreau moved  from

a transcendental to a scientific bias  in his  lifetime, and  The  hfaine

Woods  is  considered evidence  of  that.    Yet,  as we  have  seen,   "Ktaadn"

and  "Chesuncook"  are very much  concerned with  the  ef feet  of wilderness

experience  on poetic thought.    Moreover,  not  even  in  "Allegash"  did

Thoreau abandon his youthful  interest  in  transcendental  experience.    'The

poetic explanation he  gives  to his  discovery of phoaphorescent wood and

the 'a,ura of nystery he  invests  in Polis'  ]mowledge  of  the  forest  is

evidence of  that.    A more viable  explanation  is  that  'Ihoreau, whowas

always seeking the  truth,  appreciated the v.alue of both  intuitive  and

systematic knowledaae.    He  found  that  one  source of knowledge  to the

exclusion of  another--whether poetic or scientif ic--was  insuff icient

for truth  and understanding.    Close  observation  alerted his  senses  and

a knowledge of  the past  broadened his perapective.    His Journal entry

on March 5,  1853--"The  fact  is  I  am a nystic,  a transcendentalist,  and

a natural philosopher to boot"-could stand as  an epilogue  to The hfaine

Wds.
Yet  it  is perhaps lrost  jxportant  to observe  that  throughout  The

Maine  Wcods 'Thoreau  shows  how much  more  rneariingful  facts  become  after

personal experience.    Much of what  'Ihoreau finds  on  his Maine  trips  he

had read about before;  but  seeing and experi.encing what  he  had  read

about-whether  it  is moose,  a mounta.in,  Indians,  or phoaphorescent wood--

is  infinitely robe  interesting  and exciting to him than  the  cold facts.

In Joe Polis Thorea,u finds.further proof  that  there  is  no substitute

foi experience.    It  is obvious  that  Polis'  skills  as  a woodsman  and
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his  understanding of  the  forest  cone  as  much  I ron experience  as  from

intuition.    In  "Allegash"  Thoreau says  that  "the  sarre  experience  always

gives birth  to  the  same  sort  of belief  or religion"  (p.  181).

Experience  is paramount.    By treating each of  the Ma,ine  trips  separately,

Thoreau illustrates the  ixportance of each experience,  the effect of

place on  that  experience,  and the  unique  discoveries made  there.    'The

most  fundamental message of  "Allegash"  and The Maine Woes is the positive

influence of  exploration  and personal experience on man's  thought  and

undeistanding.    I



Chapter  VI

conclusion

In  the preceding chapters  I  discuss several ther]es  that  are  developed

in  The  Maine  WDods and that serve to unify the three sections of  the

book.    Cff  these,  'Thoreau's  Indian  theme  has  received  the  most  notice.

A progression in. The Maine Woods  from conventional  attitudes and pre-

judices  about  Indians  in  the  f irst  section to the more  informed,

relatively uhoiased,  syrrpathetic picture of a pariichlar  Indian in the

third section is  ilrportant  in telm5  of social and intellectual history

as well  as  Thoreau scholarship.    Yet  haowledge  about  Indians  is  just

one of several .things  that  results  frcm the hfaine  trips.    Although  the

Indian Joe Polis  is  the primary  concern  in  "The Allegash  and East

Emanch,"  it  is  the mountain  in  "Ktaadn,"  and  the pine  and moose  in

"Chesuncook."    Thus  it  is  inaccurate  to say,  as  sone'  critics  have,  that

"the  Indian"  is  the major there or that  it  is  "the  unifying elenent"

in  The  Maine  Woods.

FTom the outset  to  the  conclusion,  Thoreau's  primary  concern  is

the meaning of wildemess  for civilized man.    Like  the  Indian  theme,

the  theme  of  the wild pervades 'Ihoreau`s  wr:iting.    This  there  efroodies

his  concern  for man's  vitality,  ind.ividuality,  and self-sufficiency.

But no where  else  does Thoreau fully explore  the reality  of  the

wilderness--the  raw rm,tter,  the  chaos,  the  othemess.    In The Maine

Woods wilderness  is  a  reality;  by  corrparison Walden  is pastoral writing
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and his essay  "Walking"  is a rhetorical  staterent.    Thoreau is  continually

drawn to untamed nature  for inapiration and for what  it  can  tell  him

about  bimself  and his place  in nature.    Cia  each bhaine  trip Thoreau

gladly leaves civilization and temporarily ` rejects its people and

tchms.    His  sojourns  in  the Maine woods  are exciting and revitalizing,

but  they are never quite what  he  anticipates.    As  a wildemess quest

each  section of  'Ihe Maine woods  follcws  the  sarre pattern:  there  is always

a departuie  from civilization,   an  exploration of  the wilderness,  and

a return to civilization with a new perspective.    I believe that

wilderness  quest  is  the most  jJxportant  element  in  the unity  and structure

of  the bcok.

Patterns  and structure  in  the  three  see,tj.c`r`s  of  'Ihe  hhair`_e Wood.s

are discussed in the previous  chapters of  this study.    By  follcwing the

marl.ator's  changing  attitudes  from the beginning of  "K.taadn"  to  the  end

of  "Allegash, "  it becomes evident  that  there  is  also  a relationship

between  the sections,  which unif ies  the work and,  as  a whole,  IIckes

a  larger staterrent  about man  and nature.    'The narrator begins  his

journey  to Katahdin  fully expecting to enjoy  some  kind of  spiritual

illlmination on  the mc>untain--for  the most basic  tenet  of Romanticism

is that man I inds apiritual  truth and self-revelation by a return to

nature.    Since Katahdin  is  the  "highest  land,"  it should yield the

highest  truth.    But  that  does  not  happen  and 'Thoreau does  not  experience

a Romantic  communion with nature.    The  fact  is  that  Katahdin  is  quite

different  from the kind of places  explored by Old World Romantics;  it

is  also quite different  froni the  idyllic setting of Walden.    Katahdin

is vast,  dl.ear,  barren,  and rocky;  it  has  nothing to  comfort man;  and

it will  not  suinit  to Itonrmtic notions about  unity  in nature.    Nevertheless,
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'Ihoreau finds it preferable to depict  the reality of  the' granite mountain

and the harsh,  grim side of nature.    while  it  is  an unsettling experience,

a ret`m trip  to Maine provides him with an- opportunity  to portra,y  the

other side of the forest.    In  the  second hfaine narrative,  'Thoreau presents

the antithesis of  "Ktaadn."   Here he portrays  the gentle side of  nature

and the peace  and beauty of  lakes midst  the pines.    In  "Chesuncook"

Thoreau redisoovers the  interrelationship of man and nature  and  cernes

close to achieving the vision of unity that he found while  living at

Walden Pond.    In  "Chesuncook"  he  no  longer  finds  the wilderness  threatening,

instead he  finds  that man  is  a threat  to  the wilderness.    "Chesunoook"

balances the  "Ktaadn"  section philosophically  and  leaves  the reader with

a more ccxplete picture of the many sides  of  nature  and man.    Yet
"Chesuncook"  too poses  some very  ixportant  questions  about  rnan's

relationship to the wilderness:    Carl civilized man survive  in the

wildemess without  destroying it?   Does  civilization preclude man's

understanding of  the wi.1d?   As much  as possible,  "Allegash"  provides

a resolution to the  dilerrmas of  "Ktaadn"  and  "chesuncook."    In  "Allegash"

wilderiiess exploration is  challenging,  and Thoreau realizes  that

civilized man  cannot be  self-sufficient  there  for  long.    hfan's sojourn

in the forest` fosters  an understanding of  self  and nature,  yet man

ultimately needs  human  ccxpanionship  and hcme. 'IhoreaLu  ends  'Ihe  hfaine

Woods with Joe Polls  and Polis'  affirmation of both wilderness  and

civilization.    'The unique perspective of  each section,  therefore,  does

not  fragment The  Maine  1`foods but  reveals  a  development  in  'Thoreau's

wilderness  education.    'The  arrangenrmt  of  the book makes  a statement

about man  and nature,  which  need  not  be  explained by  comparison with
'Thoreau' s  other work.
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A second  thematic  thread  in The  hfaine woods,  which  is  interrelated

with  the wilderness  theme,  is  the  matter  of  hcw man  comes  to  have  a

syxpathetic appreciation and understanding of nature.    Thoughout

The  Maine Woods 'Thoreau  investigaLtes  the  various ways  that  man perceives

his world.    In  "Ktaadn"  'Ihoreau demc)nstrates  that man must  first  confront

reality.    Man's preconceptions or nyths  about  nature may be  true,  but

these  notions  are  never  as meaningful  as  individual  experience.    Man

who explores his world finds  a personal  vision.    According  to  "Ktaadn"

theL,  the first  step  towards haowledge  is  exploration and experience.
'That  is  it  to be  admitted to  a rm]seum,"  says  'Thoreau,  "ccxpared with

some star's  surface,  some  hard matter  in  its  home:"  (p.  71).    Nevertheless,

Thc)I.eau shows  that  wilderness  experience  alone  does  not  enable man  to

ccxprehend his spiritual  relation  to  the  forest.    The  "degraded"

Indian  guides  in  "Ktaadn"  show no  reverence  tcwards  the  forest  nor

towards I'onola,  who guards  the .mountain.     In  "Chesuncook"  the  hunters

kill  indiscriminately for sport  and the  luterers cut  dcwn trees without

any regret  for  the  damage  to the beauty  and vitality of  the  f6rest.    In

spite of  the  fact  that  these  Indians,  hunters,  and lufroerers  are most

familiar with  the Maine woods,  they have  no. syxpathy  for  it.    There  is

scrmething beyond  immediate  experience  that  enables  certain men  to have

a spiritual  r`elationship to the forest.

All of  the recurring motifs  in The  Maine  Woods point  td that  concern--

hcw does man  apprehend spiritual  truth.    The way  these motifs  are  used

ultimately  reveals  the value 'Thoreau places  on  certain kinds  of  knowing.

References  to factual  infolma.tion of  the  sort  foundin the works  of

scientists,  geographers,  and historians are  frequent.    But  it  is

ixportant  to note  that  such  information  is  almost  always  cited  in
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•  juataposition with mcments of spiritual  illumination.    Irm]ediately  after

his znystical experience on the muntain,  Thoreau quotes  the Geographical

Surveyor of hfaine' s  report  on the physical -features of  Katahdin,  and

just prior to his  inginative reflection on man's killing of  anirmls..
Thoreau includes  a detailed passage on the  anatomical  features of  the

moose.    In  "Allegash,"  after he  discovers  phoaphorescent wood,  he  clearly

states the value of personal  insight over scientific fact.    ''1  let  science

slide," he says,  "and rejoiced inthat  light  as if  it  had been a fellow

creature"  (p.  181).    At  these  climatic points,  the  narrator's moments

of spiritual  illimination are syrrbolized by  light.    In  "Ktaadn"  it  is

the gljxpse  of  sunlight  through  clouds  and mist,  in  "Chesuncook"  it

is  the moonlight on the  lakes,  and  in. "Allegash"  it  is the glarr of

phosphorescent wood in the night.    Although  there  are a nuter of

other motifs  and metaphors  relating to the  acquisition of lmowledge,

light  is one of the fen,  if not only,  true synhols used inThe  Maine

Woods.    This singularity  indicates  the  ixportance Thoreau places  on

moments of  illumination  and felt  ]mowledge.    All means  of  perception

are explored  in The  Maine wcxrds, yet by  syrhol  and dramatic perspective

Thoreau delronstrates that  transcendental or poetic experiences  ultimately

make  the  difference  in man's  understanding of  himself  and nature.

Perhaps  it  is not  necessary  to  repeat  thaLt wilderness  quest  and

poetic discovery is the structural pattern  in each section of The  Maine

]Eg§g;  nevertheless,  it  is critical to point out that  there  is  an artistic
and synholic  connection between  these  twc>  thematic  concerns  and  the

travel mode  itself .    'The lrost basic s]froolic  ixplication of  the travel

node  is  that man's quest  leads  to discovery  and lmowledge. If  The  Maine

woods  is  a s5froolic expression  of  'Thoreau's  Maine  experiences,  we  can

logically Conclude that  the presentation of  his material  as  three
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journeys  is  significant.    A return to  the Athine woods  for  new adventures

suggests  that Thoreau was not  entirely  satisf led with what  he  discovered

on his  first  and second trips  and that he believed that  there was. more

to  learn tor  coming again.    In other words, the structure of 'Ihe Maine

JE2g§;ds suggests  that  a single experience  does  not  alwa,ys  result  in  an

apprehension  of  the whole  truth.    Furthelmc}re,  the passage  of  time

between each section,  which 'Thoreau mkes  clear,  illustrates  the slcw

delibera.te prociess  in man's  search  for meaning.    Time  and place  affect

man's  ability  to  apprehend  truth..   We  lmow  that  Thoreau walked  the

woods of Concord  tine  and  time  again-always  looking,  recording what

he  saw,  and hoping for an  insight  into the  apiritual  facts of  his  daily

outings.    The very structure Thoreau gave  to 'ITle }thine woods  illustrates

the value he  found in  repeating worthwhile ventures.

In  `Ihe  Maine  Woods Thoreau successfully renders  the progress of

Imn' s quest  for apiritual  fact  and the resulting growth tourards lmowledge

and understanding of his place  in  the world.    Patterns,  motifs,  syhools,

themes,  and the metaphor of  travel  in 'Ihe  Maine  Woods merge  to  reveal

inner meaning;  in  the strictest  sense,  'The Mraine  Woods has  organic  form.

It evolves~-"it  shapes as  it  develops, "  to use Coleridge's phrase.

Thorea.u did not  ixpose  an artif icial structure or aesthetic on his twfaine

material,  which probably would have  determined that  he  integl.ate  the

journeys  into a more acceptable  literary  form.    Three travel  narratives,

hcwever,  are ultilmtely more  satisfactory  for expressing the  themes

of  the work.    FTom 'Ihoreau's  letters  aLnd working  drafts,  we  ]mow  that
'Ihe  hfaine lfoods was  not written sixply  as  three  individual  essays,  and

then  collected  as  a book.    "Ktindn"  was  pul]lished  soon  after 'Thoreau's

first  trip  to Maine,  but  "chesuncook" was  not published until  five years
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after his trip to chesuncook I-ake.    Not until  after Thoreau's  last  trip

to Maine,  five years after the Chesuncook trip,  did Thoreau finish
"Chesuncook."    During the  tine  that  he was working  on  "Chesunccok"  he

also wrote  the major part  of the  "A11egash'.'  section,  and during that

period he mentioned a, bock devoted to his Maine material. The haine

WDods was  not  an afterthought,  but  a formi be  found satisfactory  for

the  themes  of  his haine nELterial.    Thoreau worked on The Maine woods

up until the end of his  life,  so  it may be  that he was  never  able to

perfect  the work as he would ha,ve  liked.    Nevertheless,  the work we

have today  is artistically unified,  and if  it  is not satisfactory,

its failures  lie elsewhere.

Most  critics appreciate

Fannie  lfardy  Eckstormi  says,

'Ihe Maine woods  as  nature

The  Maine  Thfoods

uniting.    As
'brings  us  .   .   .  the moods

and nlusic of  the  forest ,...  of  calxpf ires  flickering across  rippling

rapids;  the voice of red squirrels ,...    and   the melancholy  laughter

of  the  loon."1   By mid-ninteentr-  century,  most  Americans  had  little

lmowledge  of  the  remote  areas  and baclowoods  of  their  Country. .  VAereas

wildness  in Old World Romantic  literature  was  a]mc>st  always  exotic,

Thoreau' depicts  the  rea,1ity  of  the American wildermess.    Wilderness  in

Th3e  Maine  Woods  is  immediate  and  vital.

section  of  The  Maine  woods with

Thoreau begins  "Ktaadn"  and  each

precise  details of  the journey  and

surrounding  scenery.    But when place  and experience begin  to have meaning

for `Thoreau,  the writing beccrmes  metaphorical  and the  experience beccmes

syrhoolic.    In  Thoreau's  first mention of  the  "Ktaadn"  essay,  in  a  letter

to  Iinerson,  he  er]mnents  that  "it  contains  many  facts  and  sane  poetry."2

Perhaps  it  is  this blend of  fact  and poetry  throughout The  Maine  Woods

that  confuses  readers.    Although Walden  and rrost  of  Thoreau's work have
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this blend,  it  is different  in his hhaine book. In  'Ihe Mraine  woods  there

are  long passages of  factual  and narrative material,  and  the mments

of poetic  inspiration  come only  at  brief  arid climatic intervals.    \Thile

this method of  interapersing poetry with fact may not be  as  artistically

successful as a consistent  integration of  the two,  it  does reflect what

Thoreau lmew to be  true-that  the rewards of man's quest  for truth are

brief  and far between.    In his Journal he expresses  it  thus:    ''1  do not

]mow that  knowledge  arrounts  to  anything more  clef i.mite  than  a  novel  or

grand surprise,  or a sudden revelation of  the  insufficiency of  all  that
we had called knowledge before  ....    It  is  the  lighting up  of  the

mist by  the  sun.n3

Illustrations of various states of consciousness  in English or

American  literature  are  not unusual,  and a mfroer of  analogies  could

be  pointed out  between  'Thoreau's  hfaine  essays  and  other Romantic works.

Mystical  elements have been `noted  in  the poetry  of  Blake,  Words\rorth,

Coleridge,  and Shelley,  to name  a few.    The  imagination,  central  to  the

Romantic  aesthetic,  is  explored rrost  notably  i.n  Cc)1eridge's  "Ktola

Khan"  and Keats'   "Ode  to  a Nightingale."    Attention  to  the  Indian's

nystical relation to  the  forest  appears  in Cboper's  novels.    Ifouever,

to nay lmcwledge,  'Thoreau  is  alone  in  investigating  in  a single work

the variety  of ways  that man  apprehends  truth.    His  catholic  approach

allcws  him to  colxpare  all  of  man's  sources  of  knowledge  and eventually

reveal the potentials  of  consciousness. 'Ihe  Mhine  woods is  an attexpt

to  come  to  terms with the question of  science versus poetry.    In  this

work Thoreau illustrates  that man's understanding of nature  is a blend

of  scientific fact  and poetic  inspiration.    Ultimately,  however,  'Ihoreau

shChrs  that  transcendental  consciousness  is  the most  meaningful  of  man's
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experiences.     ''A  man  has  not  seen  a  thing,"  says  Thoreau,   "who  has  not

felt  it. "4    Fpistemological  concerns  are  fundemenLal  to Transcendental

literature,  yet  no where  else  is  the subject  investigated as  thoroughly

as  in  The  Maine  Woods.     The  Maine  1'toods, I believe,  is  unique  in  its

literary examination  of  the  nature  and grounds  of knowledge.

I  have  argued that  The Maine  \foods  is  unified  in  fonn  and idea„

that  it  conta,ins  vital  natu.re writing,  and that  it  has  unique  and  important

epistenological  concerns.    why  then has  it  failed to receive  critical

recognition?    I  suggest  that  the weakest point in  'The  nhaine  1.'toods,   in

terms of  artistic effect,  is  a  lack of  consistency  in  the narrative voice.

In general,  the  narrator is  a Romantic traveler,  whose perspective

changes  in relation to the  lessons  learned on each  trip.    At  significant

points  in each  section  it  is  apparent  that 'Thoreau sets up  his persona

for  a dranratic experience  relative  to  the  climax of  the  jourmey.    At

other. tines,  however,  the  narrative  is basically expository,  relatively

straightforward,  and close  to 'Thoreau's  own  voice.    'Ihus  there  is  no

single voice  that  the reader can  identify  as  the  narrator.    In Walden,

thouffi  it may  be  difficult  to  separate  the persona  from 'Thoreau,  the

naITative voice  is  consistent.    He  is  a Chanticleer,  and that  attitude

pervades  the work.    Or  Course  it  is  merely  conjecture  to  say  that  if

the persona were more  fully  developed  in The  Main(-i  Woods  critics  woi:1d

have  looked at  this work more  closely,  in spite  o;   its  travel  struct,ure.

ifevertheless,   I  believe  that  it  is  a work with  nn;ty  and  corxplexiti(`s

and worthy  of  further study.
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